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minerals; and provided, that when- Lawrence got a letter from an old
The application for habeas corpus
mountain range in a crescent shaps ing great baskets and arms full of
ever it shall be made to appear by pe- friend in Menard county, telling him changed the situation. While a favor- LUTHERAN CLERGYMAN WHO
able
about the city. The hiils and gullies flowers, she was received with wild in behalf of Thonyis Insley, charged
tition from the occupants of such land that the pony had come back to the nentsreport is still probable, the oppoCONFESSES TO THREE WIVES. are full
of
sucWave
the
constitution
witn tue Killing ot John Wiggins in
of dirty, unkempt, half-claapplause.
that injury to permanent improve- plains of Texas and had been recog- ceeded in
causing sufficient delay to
men, carrying arms of every descripScarcely had she mounted the plat- Albuquerque early irvMarch, was yesments would result from running the nized by the brand. Lawrence imme
Chicago, April 22. Kurtz Carlson, tion and
make the admission of either state at
wearing clothes equally con- form before Mrs. Story asked for rec- terday morning postponed until this
lines of the public survey through diately went by train to Menard prewho says his real name is Kurtz Muelthis
of
session
impos-ble- .
She declared she had no morning at 10 o'clock. It will be takalmost
in character. They them- ognition.
congress
glomerate
such permanent improvements,
the paratory to taking the pony hack to
ler and that he is an ordained Luth- selves wash their
at bitterness in her heart because of her en up in the regular order after the
meagre
clothing
commissioner may recognize existing its old home. The animal had gone
eran
minister, pleaded guilty today in the river, but. it is noticeable that defeat and urged all the members of quo warranto proceedings in the mat- Frank Pierce Resigns.
lines of subdivisions.
500 miles between the Louisiana point
22. Frank municipal court to having three wives more Americans are performing this the organization to uphold the hands ter of the district attorneyship are
Washington,
April
The commissioner of the general and its old home in Menard county,
He was arraigned on com- task than Mexicans.
living.
decided. It is the intention of the atThe latter are of their newly elected president-general- .
land office is also authorized to ren- finding its way back to 4he state of Pierce, assistant secretary of the
plaint of the third wife, whom he de- barthing their tired feet, or are beg
his
tendered
treasury,
today
torneys for the accused to find out by
resignader to the claimants under this act its nativity after a lapse of 12 years. tion and
it ivas accepted by the presi- scribed as his "true love," and in his ging from Americans who crowd along
the means of the habeas corpus just
such assistance as he may deem Discussing the matter today, Lawstory to the court he said he though! the Texas side of the river. The URGE CHEYENNE TO
dent.
what the strength of the case against
matter
was
of
a
rence
the
in
never
the
said: "There
prepnecessary
his first marriages should be held stream is not wide and the Americans
ABOLISH ITS RED LIGHT. Insley is, and if possible, to succeed
aration and submission of proofs here time since I rode that pony out of GERMAN STEAMER
against him."
can with ease toss cigarettes, small
in having their client admitted to
LOST
under and all actual expenses incur- Texas, when it was turned out in the
IN
articles oLfood, fruit and other things Cheyenne. Wyo., April 22. At a bond.
BRAZILIAN
WATERS.
red' by clerks of the general land of- pasture, that it did not go to the west
over the line. United States soldiers meeting tonight of the West CheyRio Janeiro, April 22. The German
fice by others detailed by the commisfence, look wistfully away in the dis- steamer
LECTURE AT HIGH
are patrolling and make no effort to enne Improvement association, a re- TRAIN PLUNGES INTO
San Nicholas is reported
assioner in rendering the necessary
tance, and whinny. I am convinced lost between this
SCHOOL TONIGHT.
prevent this, but keep a watchful eye cently formed organization of properand
Santos.
250 FOOT ABYSS.
port
sistance to such claimants, including it was homesick for 12 years."
on any attempt to get ammunition ty holders, plans were discussed for
and Crew Saved.
Passengers
subdiem
of
allowance
lieu
in
per
The University Extension
over the river.
Rio Janeiro, April 22. The San
of the brothel dis- Thirty Persons Killed Near Capetown,
forcing the removal
s
stance, may be paid from the appropPOISONED WHOLE FAMILY
lecture in the High School AuNicolas went asuire during a gale.
trict.
an Armed Truce.
South Africa, Owing to Collapse
Merely
riation for the expenses of inspectors
RATHER THAN STARVE The passengers
ditorium tonight wil
MaEl Paso, April 22. "General
begin
of High Bridge.
and crew ;were
22.
Chicago,
April
Circular Letter.
Fear of impend- saved.
dero has agreed to delay the contem CARNEGIE MONEY WANTED
promptly at 7:30 o'clock.
starvation
caused a father and
The department ol education has ing
There will be several other
FOR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.
plated attaclc on Juarez pending peace
Capetown, South Africa, April 22
issued the following circular letter to mother to administer strychnine to
features besides the lecture
New York, April 22. Father
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
the govern
providing
negotiations,
persons are supposed to have
Thirty
which in itself will be worth
county superintendents and superin- themselves and their two" children, was filed in the ontce of the probate
ment will on its part bind itself to
president of the Notre Dam been killed when a passenger train
four
both
under
old.
to
A.
and
Staab
A.
Martiand
The
Julian
years
mothof
clerk
tendents
by
while and which every one
city
principals
move no troops, particularly in ihe university, at the dinner of the Notre on the Kiowera railroad plunged into
on special er Mrs. Honore Dziurgot and the old- nez, for all those lots adjoining the
town schools, dwelling
should hear. It is given undirection of Juarez Before it can be4Dame club of New York last night a rocky gorge 250 feet deep, owing to
er
child, Joseph, are dead and the Santa Fe Southern, depot platted
der the auspices of the Womdays to be observed in the schools in
said that an armistice has been ar made a plea that Andrew Carnegie the collapse
of the Blaauwkranta
"New Mexico and also referring to the father and baby are in a hospitalon the maps in 1894, the considers-an's Board of Trade.
word must come from Mcxl endow Catholic schools and colleges bridge, thirteen miles from Grahams-tow- n
ranged,
'convention of the' National Education- - where it is said both will recover.
tion being 1,000.
co City that the movement ot troops as well as undenominational ones.
today.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, S. &
WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE.
Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy
of this place, says: "ICver7 two
weeks, I had to go to bed and stay
there several days. I suffered untold
misery.
Nothing seemed to help :ne
until I tried ardui.
the woman's
tonic.
Although I had been afflicted
for
with
weaknesses
womanly
several years, Cardui helped me more
It is
than anything else ever did.
surely the best tonic for women on
earth." Weakness is woman's greatest trouble. Cardui is woman's greatest trouble. Cardui is woman's great-tha- t
and
weakness
brings back
In the past 50 years Car
strength.
dui helped over a million women
Try it for troubles today.
Can-trell- ,

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD

'The Best

Know In Every Loaf"

I

TRY IT

THE

in
JU.

U
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40.

Telephone

DAILY

BOUND

UP.

was prowling around the
editor'
back yard Monday night, but took
rapid hike up the alley when discov
ered by the fearless exponent of truth
i:i Wag-- n Mound. Bill Wigand says
it must have been a crazy man, for
no man in his right senses would expect to find anything worth stealing in an editor's yard or house. And
Bill is about right. Wagon Mound

REGISTER

GIVE

TICKETS

ALL

WITH

PURCHASES.

CASH

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

FRESH CAKES

FRESH PIES

EVERY DAY
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

d

Back

ALFALFA SEED.

AH

kinds of flowers, garden

STOCK

Roses It has
Oh, the Beautiful
never before been the privilege of
the writer to see so many beautiful
roses as are at present in full bloom
on the many lawns about Alamogor-do- .

& field

seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in

Phone Black

Alamogordo News
Fall in Line "Corsets tor men are,
the rage in New York for summer

FOOD.

wear," a corset salesman said at the
Castenada hotel. "Many will wear
them for afternoon and evening dress.
Santa Fe
The styles most worn are distinctly
form fitting." Las Vegas Optic.
Books for Las Vegas Library 'For
mer Chief Justice Thomas Smith hai
Phone Black presented to the Carnegie Library
at. Las Vegas 200 rare voumes val45
ued at a thousand dollars, and they
are considered a very valuable acquisition by the Library board.
Licenses Marriage li
Marriage
censes were issued at Las Vegas to
Feliciana Martinez, 16, Los Alamos,
and Epifanio Martinez, 19, Sapello;

LEO HERSCH

45

LUMBER

&

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Luisa Henly, 16, Lorenzo Roybal, 22,
both of Los Alamos. At Albuquerque
to Jennie Shade of Gallup, and George
Kettle of Toledo, Ohio.
All Around Suspicious Character
A negro named James Elder failad to
sVov,' wuse at Albuquerque why he
should be found in an alley at 1
o'clock in the morning with a rock in
his pocket, and he was run in for a
term of ten days under the provisions
of the territorial vagrancy act as an

COAL YARD
f.

T

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

d

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SNTA

FE GARAGE

Drunk

Ale

jandro Trias, arraigned at Albuquer
que, pleaded not guilty to the charge
of drunkenness and abusing his wife,
but opened his eyes when his wife and
daughter were ushered into the court
room and testified under oath that he
had been both drunk and abusive. He
was incarcerated for fifteen days.
Rattlers on Deck Again Again is
the deadly rattlesnake in evidence.
The spotted pony belonging to S. A.
Taylor was bitten on the nose by a
rattler Tuesday, and its head is swell
ed all out of shape. The chances are
that it will die, although Mr. Taylor
is doing all he can to save the valua

RIDE IN THE MOON

30 H. P.

suspicious character.

Beat His Wife While

THOMAS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Palace Ave.
i

BROS. C

Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING
YOUR HOME

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth

K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
CHICAGO

ll

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta

Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth

Carpets
FOR

HALF A CENTURY

Denim

Curtains

Rugs
THE

DRY GOODS

LEADING

HOUSE

IN THE

ble animal. Wagon
Juound Pantagraph.
Oil Lease Expired
The lease on
the Perea Oil company, on the Perea
grant, expires on the 18th of
this
month. About all that has resulted
from its work is that it has demonstrated that the high land surrounding Santa Rosa is underlaid by an
immense body of water that rises in
the oil wells to an elevation 100 feet
greater than the town of Santa Rosa.'
Santa Rost Sun.
ne vvasn t a rroressional A man

P. O. Box 219

Phone No. 36

flvrn

'

.

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST A "SPRINKLING"
OF
GARDEN
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG VARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, FORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS COME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE KEEP THE BEST.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Don't

Reminder

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEEk

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

fe2!
Telephone

Lump

CERRILLOS
Smithing Coal.

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

rTDepot!

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

st

101

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

JiilXp

FOR C AI

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

LIVERY STABLE

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From
WE HANDLE LUMBER

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

In large quantities and have every
modern
facility for furnishing the
or dressed
very best rough
v
Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
of every description.
We are thus the north bound train and
enabled to make the very best prices raos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your way. Good covered hack
teams.
contracts.

arrival of
arrives at
any otter
and good

desdo Ueki Fm
trxy Thing
sgn Coxnforta.'bl.

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

Trip

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Norses.

CALL mU
i

in

rlllUIC

A

7

CHA5. CLOSSON

Wh ia

Rcedf

ff hyphz

towwwim.
Don Caspar

At.

$5.00

UHWJllicigimiflBBn

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacv
Phone 213

CITY

',..,.,

-

,.,

Lalla iMtchell in the Columbian.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

THE

a card bearing the Gospel of St.
Mark.
The plea bore fruit. This morning
when Kraft was arraigned in the municipal court his wife appeared to
plead leniency for him on the
tion that he reform.
"His promises
to me, your honor, she told Magis- LEONARD CARNIVAL CO.
trate stapUston ..amount t0 nothing.
OPENS HERE MONDAY, But
,f he wiu promis! the c0rt tnat
ne will never again touch liquor and
Comes Under the Auspices of the!
provide for his family, I want him re
First Regiment Band and Will
leased."
uispense Fun for a Week.
The Leonard Carnival Company,
which opens here on Monday, April
ALBUQUERQUE ARE
24, for a six nights' engagement un- 11 F!TSl with Th headquarters of the Manzano
forests were yester- a week of honest, wholesome fun, and, .
.
oay moved to the new federal build- v
Supervisor Ma- u a visit tnat a real carnival corn- - ing at Albuquerque.
IS
jiunj lull Ull JUSllUJhS in UlCIJJlfciS
about the cleaned, brightest and Manzano and Zuni forests were busy
most up to date form of entertain- ail day fixing the office files and
ment in the amusement world today. desks to suit him. The roof of the
The fact that the First Regiment federal building is so arranged that
band has given this company its en- heliographic tests can be made with
dorsement by engaging it to play here great satisfaction from it. Owing to
under their patronage should be proof the moving auy celebration no further tests with the heliograph were
positive of the general excellence of
made yesterday but it is expected to
the various attractions presented.
The Leonard company is the organi-- start in again on Monday with a
zation which is supplying the numer- series of tests from the University on
ous entertainments for the Beavers the Mesa east of town and the federal
If these prove successful, a
big street fair in Albuquerque during building.
the present week, and there the unani- station will be established in the
mous verdict of both press and pub- mountains for further work with this
lic is that the company is the best 'apparatus.
of its kind that has ever visited the
HOW'S THIS?
city. The enormous crowds of
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rewhich
the
nightly throng
carnival grounds also go to bear out ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
this statement.
J. Sam Leonard, the general mana F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
ger of the company, is a pastmaster
in the art of giving the people what F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
they want, his name being known believe him perfectly honorable in all
throughout the entire country as a business transactions and financially
showman who carries in his company able to carry out any obligations made
nothing but the best and has the rare by his firm.
art of combining quality with quantity
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
in his show.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interCOULD NOT SUPPORT
nally, acting directly upon the blood
BOTH WIFE AND SALOON and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
But Former Asks for Release of Her per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family PU1 tor constiHusband, Who Is Addicted
to Booze.
pation.
Denver, Colo., April 22. A week
ago the saloons of Denver held more
Need
attraction for Fred Kraft, carpenter, You
of 409 Twenty-thirstreet than did
A
his home and wife. In fact last Friday Kraft went on record
before
Judge Stapleton as saying that he
could not "support both the saloons
and his wife." Such a hold did liquor
have upon Kraft, that he pawned his
wife's wedding ring to buy a few
drinks, his wife declare'; and permitted her and his daughter to starve in
order to satisfy his alcoholic craving.
A week in the city jail, however,
caused Kraft to undergo a change of
heart. Last night, by a prisoner who
had-jubeen released, he sent his
spouse a note penned on the back of
that our Tailoring Is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
But we may remind you that we have
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablet
just received a fine line of Spring
Drugglstsiefundmoney If It alia to cure K Suitings and Overcoatings and that
W.GROVK'S signature is on each box 2
now is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order. We
We Have Built Up
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge.
too.

TJhlLT

fob

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

1903

MUTT

FREJtl?T

guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care A truce to all discussion, a finis to
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
all doubt,
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
When white and blue and yellow, too,
the hyacinths come out.
Price $70.00
Madison, Wis.
Blue skies and dimpled waters, and,
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
subtler yet, a fame
work. For sale by
That never man of mortal clan, hath
dared to
a name.
FRANK F. QORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. And who wouldgive
signet offer save to
the fair young King,
Love's jewels in his coffer, the
Spring.

RETAIL

Incorporated

SMI

your clothes whiter, sweeter and cleaner
than they were ever before.
Use Sunny Monday on your woolens and flannels and you can be absolutely sure that it will not shrink, mat
and injure them, as rosin soaps do.

for

1856.

i

We

&

soft
and Sunny Monday
laundry soap will give you
equally good results.
Use any method of washing
fo which you are accustomed
and Sunny Monday will make

rest at Albuquerque's expense for his
activities in the capacity of
scavenger. Without taking
sufficient sanitary precautions, Logan
has been in the habit of engaging in
work of that kind at night, and has
been the source of much annoyance
to the sanitary officers. He has been
summoned on similar charges before
His employe, Henry Campbell, arrested with him. was dismissed.

i
i

Established

j

mtr

WHOLESALE

I

Perjury United
The Year's Young King.
States Marshal S. Grant Victor of
Oh, golden is the Summer, the time Muskogee, Okla., accompanied by L.
G. Digney, a clerk of the United
of bud and bloom,
Of roses, fair, and lilies rare, and gar- States court, who is acting as his depdens of perfume;
uty, passed through Albuquerque with
Of south winds softly blowing, across Walter Cecil in their custody.
Cecil
was indicted two years ago in
a sandy way,
on the grounds of perjury in conAnd little ships in sheltered rips, and
nection with some homestead entries.
crested waves at play.
But who would hint at treason, unto He has been wanted by the fifth district court for two years and had not
the Year's Young King,
The royal, reigning season, the been found by the officers in all that
time.
hopeful, happy Spring.

the
Oh, wonderous is the Winter,
zenith of the year,
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
With drifting snows and lakes that
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes
glow like mirrors deep and clear.
When tempests sweep unbridled and
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
strangely through the night
The Star world floats, each one a
ANY BOY
'"""aw
of white.
boat upon t.ie
CAN RUN
But who would crown another, the
THIS
years have but one King,
From each to each, no other than
ENGINE.
Spring.

ffii

u!

Use any kind of water you
Enforcing Sanitation John Logan
wish
hot or cold, hard or
was awarded a season of ten days'

Taken

And tender in the Autumn, the days
of corn and wine,
Of burdened trees and garnered leas,
and purple muted vine.
Of birds that band together to plan
a journey far
To orange shade and clovered glade,
beneath the Southern Star.
But who would toast a rival, before
the Year's brave King,
The fitted for survival, the heart en
trancing Spring.

f

Pantagraph.

Ros-we-

WE

j

- WINDS

I

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuailythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.
. U

Zook's Phartn acy
Phone 213
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A GOOD REASON.

thA bnltnm nf tho o rmvn
Thij
about :jijO yards from the bed of the
Itio Oso, when traveling southwest.
In the side walls of the arroyo
(both sides) are ashes, burned corn,
broken pottery, and boned, human
and animal, in great prolusion.
In
one place 1 round the hoot ot a deer,
a uue rereniuumi snone ;niu a small
a Key .j
ivurr, me :uBC u
ujrU nau been
smoomea ana worhea; this was prob amy a cnarm oi some kind.
There
were no whole pots to be seen anywhere.

M.

PAGE THREE

!

nearly 5 feet above the level of the aiding in the nuns.
A member of the same as those at Puye.
The
mesa.
a surveying party, who worked here walls were as
"plumb as
2cnta Fe People Can Tell Yea Why
nearly
About 2,000 feet south of the first last winter, told me that a number
It Is So.
though ihey had been laid up by mod- tower mentioned are the remains of "i line arrow neatis were found
in tern masons with modern t oo!s.
The
another tower. This is smaller, ova! these fields.
corners are sharp and square, and in
Doan's Kidney Pills cure the cause
G
4
about
by
jand
feet, and may have
Additional Notes on Tziipinguinge.
many cases tin- udoiie mortar is st''i $'""". I""H""
my (;
oj disease, and that la why the cures
,
,ud , iMMt a,
been a shriue.
i znpinguinge ( lewa, the place of in place.
are always lasting. This remedy
- .in ,iiity;ar-.- i iron, mjr
'
About 500 yards sou
of the pucb - jthe pointed
an
tr.itr, fully ,,y ,,liU
from tzn.,
mountain,
ar
l 'ie round roo.ns are not true
strengthens and tones up the kidneys, One of These
lo are the remains of a lurg; rescrmeaning point,
Supposed to Be
ClareiKa it. Oriil.u, btwndu, latL
u.eau.uK mount- L ies; some of the kivas are unusually
neipmg tnem to drive out or we ooay
wun uncues leading in several aiu and
voir
tue place or village I.
....
uing
....
the liquid poisons that cause back- Prehistoric Home of Nambe
,w.
l.
uireet ions.
This pan of the mesa is This luui 13 iiai ii uta.liutu in i,r 'tare
,.. eet in
ache, headache and distressing kidney
diameter.
Some
of them
about 2 feet, higher
Pueblos
i ne
part ilewett s "Antiquities of the Jem z;l'ad the covered
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe peopassageway,
thought
lue
u"
rulas staiiiis.
jl'laieau," under the name of Chipiin- - by some authorities
ple testify to permanent cures.
to have been
of
Parts
on
the
and
is
a
mesa
atv
between
pueblo
the
uinge,
Alto
very
Santa
plain.
Jose Ortls y Baca,
used as a ceremonial entrance, by
St,
VILLAGES
far as can be asi tained, tho t'ouones and Poivadero Creek, four
others to have
Fe, N. M., says: "In 1907 I procurbeen ujed as air
ONJHE RIO 0S0 Directly southeast of this site is a As
miles
consisted
of
a
south of the Kio Chama.
pueblo
huge oblong
ed Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
liesides this passage, in a
on the top of a low
shrine
butte structure composed of buildings sur- Adjoining the mesa on which the number of eases,
or pains In my back which tad
those
which is composed of the usual cirrounding four courts. All were poin- - rili,i is located is a companion mesa dug out of the solid particularly
mm
ALL
troubled me lor three years. Doan's Larger Than Communal House cle of
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tower are the remains of a smiare
For particulars and Illustrated catajono-th- ,
and
dressed.
wonderfully
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
tcwer.
This was at the eastern cor
no
There has been some excavating in
logue address. C0LJAS.W. WILSON,
ner of the pueblo and was a part of
this ruin, and in the rooms thus treatSuperintendent
me mam buildings. It is about 20
Phone 139 Red
Santa Fe, N. M
ed we were able to see the doors and
feet square and now forms a mound
ft
other openings in. the walls which are
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OFFICIAL

It Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
circulation
and
a
growing
and
lias
in
large
the Territory,
eve' postofflce
amoni. 4he intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

"

ONLY IN FOR THE RIDE.
The I'nited States in the exuler-anc- e
of its youth has not yet cast
aside the idea that a public office
is a private snap and that civil seremploy is a device in government
Public office is
snare.
a
und
lusion
made the reward of merit only in
exceptional cases and the man who
desires election or appointment must,
in most instances, resort to more or
less doubtful expedients in order to
win, and when in office does not feel
that responsibility to the public
which is a necessity in a
It is different in
community.
some of the older countries like India
and a writer in May Scribner's gives
the following picture of the success
of civil service in far away India:
"Many Englishmen whose fate and
fortune and empire are dependent
Inupon the success of their rule in
dia, seem to be interested in India
as sympathetically and as intelligently as the Irishman in the funeral
The long line of carprocession.
to halt at a cerwas
obliged
riages
A passer-btain street crossing.
near one of the carriages asked an
Irishman siting inside whose funeral
an' I dunno,' was the
it was.
reply, 'I'm only in for the roide.'
"However, my host and others like
for sympathy
him are not looking
often
and not stopping to think
whether their work is appreciated or
not, so long as the British Babus in
Parliament do not interfere with
them.
They probably realize, as do
all men who do the hard work of the
world, that the ladder on wnicn tne
angel3 descend is usually set up in
a stony place, as it was in the time
I have no brief for this
or Jacob.
civil service of the British in India,
and my praise will probably never
d

y

"

GIVING THE RED MAN THE AD- VANTAGE.
the
In one thing
government
schools for the Indian are giving the
They are
Red Skin the advantage.
turning him to the soil and teachculture of
ing him the intelligent
farms. That is more than the
white man's schools are doing, even
in such agricultural commonwealths
of
as New Mexico, where
all the wealth produced comes from
the soil and whose very existence depends upon the farms and farmers.
Says an exchange:
Again Carlisle Indian students are
being bound over to a number of
farmers in the vicinity of Belvidere,
are being
N. J., and the Redskins
to learn agriculgiven opportunity
ture.
Thereby hangs an observation: Too many of us feel that the
perhaps.
Indian is
retrograding,
Rut, instead, he is going back to the
soil with the applied intelligence the
him by the
white man suDPlied
s
schooling, and by his experience on the farm. The Red Man
has gotten hold of much that counts
and counts considerably in this day
of veritable rushing to the cities on
the part of so many young residents
of the rural sections.
May the Carlisle and other Indians keep on teachbrethren
ing their young pale-faca few more such lessons as those
which the few that have taken up
arming are giving as most profitable
four-fifth-

I
President Taft has approved the
New Mexico constitution. Any change
in it or in the Enabling Act must
again receive his approval. There is
no getting away fro;n it. No matter,
how desirable changes may seem to
this or that, man, it must be accepted
as an axiom that any change wili
nitan delay. The House committee
on territories would have made a favorable report on New Mexico's constitution on Tuesday of this week had
it not been for tha delay by those who,
unsuccessful in having their views
adopted by the constitutional convention and the people of New Mexico,
common
new seek to coerce the
wealth into accepting
their views
through the power that congress still
lias over the territory. This conduct
no
i.i unpatriotic and nefarious and
other construction can be put upon it.
Let those who seek amendments and
changes, lay their reasons before the
people when New Mexico is a state
and if their plea has any merit to it,
i he
people can be depended upon to
do their part, and such amendments
and changes will be made in due lime
I: should be for the people of New
Mexico to pass on this and not for
congress.

instruction.
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stuffers, presumably Democrats, although that makes no difference,
were sent to the penitentiary for
eight months, which is a wholesome
example to set in a . region where
one-haof the citizenship Is denied
the ballot in defiance of the Constitution of the United Staes.
lf

The Ratou itange ougni 1.0 be satisfied now, for the New Mexico delegation at Washington outnumbers the
Arizona representatives, but it were
better for statehood, if some of the
New Mexico fellows had (stayed at
home.

ment that must necessarily interest
every thoughtful man and woman.

The Democrats are playing with
statehood but there can only be one
result of the gamble, they are losing
whatever little foothold they have
had in New Mexico for many years
tc come.

For Our List of Offerings.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
COURSE LECTURE.
from an

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

a Most Attractive Field for Investment.

interview

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

with

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Hall
Masonic
at

I). Clark, in charge of
of chemistry at the

of New Mexico, who

- $150.CG0
Capital Stock
80.000
Surpfusand Undivided Profit -

will

7.30.
New Mexican can promise a profitaH. H. DORMAN,
ble evening. Speaking of his subject
Master
"The Chemistry of Commerce," Pro- fessor Clark dwelt upon the fact that CHAS. E. LIXNEY,. Secretary.
the products of chemical industries
are nearly equal in value to those of
Santa Fe Chapter No.
aericulture. and therefore have an !
R. A. M. Regular
1,
In
equal claim to consideration.
convocation second
showing this, the lecture will deal
Monday of each month
illus-trie- s
with about a dozen chemical
at Masonic Hall
we
which
producing the tilings
p. m.
use in every day lite.
JOHN H. WALKER,
Professor Clark is greatly interest
H. P.
ed in the question of industrial efARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
evenficiency and in his lecture this
ing, he will show that our industrial
Santa Fe Commandery
efficiency is of lower standard than
No. 1, K. T. Regular
it should be. The causes for this, the
conclave fourth Mon
atways in which it is shown and the
- ua
iu eacu uiuiuu ai
titude of thinking men toward this
Masonic Hall at 7:30
The lanquestion will be discussed.
p. m.
guage of the lecture is not technical
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
and all who attend will find Profes W. E. GRIFFIN, recorder.
and interesting
sor Clark a clear
speaker.
R9
Santa Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free
Masonry meets on
WOOL MARKET.
the third Monday of each month
St. Louis, Mo., April 22. Wool unat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
changed; territory and western medi Masonic
side of Plaza.
Hall, south
ums 1517; fine mediums
1315; Visiting Scotish
Masons
Rite
are corfine 1112.
dially invited to attend.
LIVESTOCK.
S. SPITZ, 32
Kansas City, April 22. 'Cattle Re
Venerable Master.
200.
Market
Native
ceipts
steady.
steers $5.256.35;
southern steers HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
$4.505.75; southern cows and heifers $3.254.75; native cows and heifers $36.15; stockers and feeders
B. p. O. E.
bulls $45.25; calves
$4.505.80;
Santa Fe Lodge No.
$4.507; western steers $4.755.90;
460, B. P. O. E. holds
western cows $3.2305;
its regular session on
Chicago, April 22. Cattle Receipts
the second and fourth
200. Market steady.
Beeves $5.14
Wednesday of each
6.60; Texas steers $4.605.60; westmonth. Visiting broth
ern steers $4.80(55.70; stockers and
ers are invited and
feeders $45.70; cows and heifers
welcome.
calves
$4.75G.D0;
$2.655.75;
A. J. FISCHER,
Market
Receipts 7,000.
Hogs
Exalted Ruler.
D.
J.
SENA,
66.37-1-2;
strong to five higher. Light
Secretary.
mixed $a.856.35; heavy $5.75
6.25; rough $5.755.95; good to choice

e

well-to-d-

OF SANTA FE.

lecture at the High School Auditorium this evening under the auspices
of the Woman's Board of Trade, the

MONEY FOR GOOD ROADS.
New Mexico as a territory spends
jjrCty $30,000 a year for good
Its counties, this year, will
roads
contriuute an equal amount for the
law,
pUrposei an under ts road-taitf. SO o00 men 0f voting age and not
exempti must contribute fully as
reach their ears, but I cannot for- - mucll as the terrjt0ry and the twenty-bea- r
the expression of my admiration gix countjS combined.
Add to this
for some of the residents, political
efforts and means expended in
It must be remembered that almost
agents, judges, commissioners and road making by private enterprises
f
of the taxes collected by the
deputy commissioners I met and saw an(J th work o tne forest service,
at work there. They are doing del- - j and it is c?rtain that New Mexico Territory go to the support of its
educational, penal and charitable in
icate, difficult, and dangerous work,- will tllig year expend a quarter
a coolness, devotion, and up- j;on dollars for good road3, an stitutions, numbering more than a
score.
These institutions, on April
unap-- ; amount which compared very
and
unequalled
Tightness
1, had balances of $125,000 to
their
ever
for
the
sums
witn
by anything I have
the
spent
al)ly
world, and same purpose by other states even credit, showing wise and economical
seen elsewhere in the
There is hardly a state
management.
withal without the slightest attempt though New York, with twenty-fivIf I were times the population and a hundred in the Union that is not exempt from
tr advertise themselves.
scandals in connection
in such a position, I should be made tjmes the wealth spends $8,000,000 periodical
conduct
of their institutions,
with
the
of
some
the
snap
New
a
Jersey
cynical indeed, by
year for good roads,
criticisms from travelers and politi- $2,000,000, and Pennsylvania $1,000,-000- . but New Mexico, under Republican
It i3 California which has administration has been remarkably
cians, and from the Oxford and Camand
from
Babus
an expeiu. ture of $18,000,-000- , free from them, although in proporEngland
authorized
bridge
and Texas which spends $7,000,-00- tion to population and wealth it supand Colorado whose expendi-turesfo- ports more institutions and more genOPEN AIR SCHOOLS.
up $1,500,000, that are the erously than do great and rich states
The open air school fad is finding real leaders in road building and like New York and Pennsylvania.
much support even under suoh skies whose example New Mexico should
A glimpse of the untold archaeoloas those of New York and Ohio. follow-Even Arizona is expending
Much more it ought to take a hold' in $200,000 a year, while Vermont with gical wealth tributary to Santa Fe,
New Mexico where b'ue skies and about the same population as New is given today on another page, by a
same description of very little known ruins
balmy zephyrs seem to make it a sac- Mexico, expends about the
of the
Pajarito Park
rilege to pen up the young in school amount as this territory .for road north
and south of Ojo Caliente.
These
rooms.
It is believed, that regular-l- r building.
ruins indicate an extension of the
established open air schools serve
Pajaritan culture beyond the limits
to attract many
people
WHO WILL RESPOND?
has of what is known as the Pajarito refrom other sections, whose "children
The spirit of right giving
anemic or with tubercular
taint, reached the people of the southwest. gion and which lies between the Sanwould grow strong and well in New Not that they have ever failed to re- ta Clara on the north and Cochiti on
the south.
A veritable land of wonMexico outdoor schools.
spond to any call for help or for civic ders lies
thin twenty to a hundred
but
that
in
voluntary
that
is
estimated
improvement,
It
every year,
Stnta Fe and there is work
the United States, 6,400 children die gifts for such causes as endowments rri'rs
for several generations of
o? tuberculosis. The average age at for schools, libraries, charitable instibefore the details of
which they die is 12
years, which tutions and churches have not been archaeologists
these
ruins are fully unmeans that for six years they have as plentiful as they have been in oth- coveredprehistoric
and described.
reof
But
the
er
sections
country.
been receiving education from the
state. Every year's education is com- cently, a citizen of El Paso gave
It was very well for the territorial
at
for a children's sanitarium
puted to cost $30; so that each child
Democradc executive committee to
toOtero
county.
Only
Cloudcroft,
cost
for
six
has
years' teaching $1S0,
meet behind closed doors the other
and the 6,400 children have cost con- day, it is announced that former Chief week at
Albuquerque. Had an inkling
200
siderably more than $1,000,000. What Justice Thomas Smith has given
of their proceedings leaked out it is
to
r
the
volumes
Las
pubrare
Vegas
of
open-aiadvocates
the
community,
very doubtful whether A. A. Jones,
schools demand, can afford to throw lic, library. Perhaps, some day, a et
al, would have left the territory on
see
will
citizen
the
Fe
Santa
propriety their
away such sum every year? For a
reprehensible mission. The inchild that die3 at 12 years of age, be- of furnishing a children's reading
dignation of the rank and file of their
fore he has rendered any service to room at the public library, and some own
party would have been so vehesociety through productive energy, other citizen might give a sufficient ment that the statesmen would not
reada
to
such
stock
sum
children's
must be estimated as a total loss to
have dared to proceed to the National
the community, says Munsey's Maga- ing room with the proper,
to thwart the will of the peojuvenile literature, and a third, might Capital
zine:
ple expressed at the polls by 18,000
of
fitness
the
decorating
"It is not sentiment, it is the thing recognizeroom with
beautiful pictures, majority last fall.
farthest in the world removed from such a
of art. and thus establish
works
real
r
To make an assessment return is
charity, say the open-aiapostles,
that stfch appalling waste of public a center of influence, that will exist an annual duty with which every citi- to
come.
are
There
for
years
many
money should be stopped. And if outmust comply
!zen, ownin&
door schools for normally healthy other causes which appeal for perma- and that within a certain time limit
endow
or
for
nent
improvements
children will reduce the length of
for if he deaires to avoid the payment
their school term and will simplify ments, thus offering channels men
of a penalty.
The time for making
and
benevolence
the
that
and cheapen the entire school appa- charity
the return this year expires on the
reof
kind
of
the right
feeding
ratus, what vast economy there may with
for their means and last day of next week and it is inbe in the scheme, not to speak of its sponsibility
cumbent upon those who have not
wealth, in other sections, are eager
more
appealing human feature-thousa- nds to seize:
yet attended to their duty to take a
e
of young lives saved for
for the assessor's office durhappiness and usefulness."
the next w days and make the
ing
The statehood situation is further
returns or else pay in inby the
sharp cleavage proper
If, perchance, Senor Madero should complicated
the Progressive and the creased taxes for the neglect of duty.
between
ever occupy the President's chair in
Stand Pat Republicans in the United
will
Mexico, his devoted adherents
The University Extension lectures,
States Senate, a cleavage which is
discover that he must play just as
more pronounced every the first of which is to be given tobecoming
much the tyrant as President Diaz
in fact, the insurgents, have, on night, should draw a large audience,
is doing now.
and day,
The character
one oe'eassion at this spec- as a testimonial to the efforts of the
least
ai
nature of a government must con- ial
allied
themselves with Woman's Board of Trade to demonsession,
form to the average level of intellihold the bal- strate that Santa Fe deserves its
the Democrats.
They
that prevails ance of
gence and patriotism
and play politics to reputation of being a center of culpower
among the people over which it rules, the limit for they can not lose either ture in which progressive movements
and that level in Mexico is not yet
It is a difficult situation and find adequate support. The lecture
way.
very high.
New Mexico's chances of clipping in will not be dry as dust, but will deal
with scientific and cultural develop
at the special session are a pure
Twelve New Orleans ballot box
x

Santa Fe, New Mexico

University

City Council is
investigating the complaint of saloon
keepers that Albuquerque Clubs are
dispensing intoxicants on Sundays.
The New Mexican believes that the
saloonkeepers are morally and legally right when they insist that Clubs
which are merely a subterfuge to
evade the payment of a retail liquor
to oblicense, should be compelled
serve the same laws that saloons payof
ing a license for the privilege
In fact,
doing business must obey.
the New Mexican goes farther and
advocates that clubs, whether social,
fraternal or anything else, that dispense intoxicants to their members,
should be compelled to take out a
retail liquor license the same as
saloons and should be under just as
strict supervisTbn.

MARKETJKEPORT

heavy $5.956.25;
bulk $6.156.25.

pigs $5i.956.30;

Market
Receipts 10,000.
steady. Native $34.70; western $3.15
4.70; yearlings $4.305.25; lambs
Sheep

native

Cafcier.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Judging

I

J. B. read, Cashier,
F. McKANE, Assistant

R. J. PALEN, Prttidfftrt,
L. A. huohes,

N. ESPE.

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

Professor John
the department

The Albuquerque

e
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Write
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New Mexico Lands Offer

bility of teaching local geography and
local history in the public schools,
and it hopes that by this time, the
children of Santa Fe's puttlic schools
if stopped on the streets by a tourist
can explain about the cliff dwellings,
the Scenic Highways, the roads and
principal attractions, resources and
historic points of Santa Fe and its
vicinity.

pale-face'-

NEW MEXICAN, SAJTTA FE,

D.

HARRY

At Denver, this week, 01 of the busiest businessmen, took off an hour to
address the public school children
on the glories of Denver and the resources of Colorado. It is a subject
that was timely but is much neglected. The New Mexican has called attention again and again to the desira-

s

IE

SAJS'TA

$4.506.25;

western

$4.75

Independent

6.25.

The New Mexican

Printing

com-

pany has prepared civil ana criminal
dockets especially lor the use of Justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings. In
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
are 10
inches. These books artmade up In civtf and criminal dockets,
separate of 3'? pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pasea civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
J2.7C
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Crimln.--J .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a singl
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
orier. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Order of Beavers.

Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. hold
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting?
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.,

Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world oa as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency public o private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank

executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment la all respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

I

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

J

Unexcelled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

124126

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave,

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

ATTRACTIVE DINING

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ROOM-Go-

Service.

od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

EDWARD C. BURKE,

President
C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.
,

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

C0R0NADO HOTEL

2879.
'

Delgado's
H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

ORDER

RESTAURANTS

IN THE CITY

AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

CUISINE

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS

and Fourth Thurs
days,
Hall.

S13RT

ONE OF THE BEST

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets

-

Every Room
a Good One. -

RATES 600 1
per da;

6. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.

$1,00

Farmer.
Foley Kidney Pills contain in con
centrated form ingredients of established therapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments.
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and restorative. Refuse substitute. For sale by all

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexlcan Printing com- druggists
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep TIMETABLE ALL
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
LOCAL TRAINS
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
the two for $10.
$6;
Pleadings,
The following are the time tables
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of the local railroads:

Telephone Red 35 od bav

SOFT DRINK
T&e

your orders delivered.

following are suggested lo tlie thirsty as somctting cod aad isviticf
GINGER ALE, WILD CifERSY,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE

LEMON

FIZZ,

S08A, JIQft BREW
:: w

COCO COLA,

:- -:

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
All drinks

madefroa

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORiS

filtered water

HENRY

KMC,
Proprietor.

sgzi

of New Mexico, 1889. 1901 and 1903, Leave

English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible

8.10 a. m. connect with No
bound. No. 10 eastbound.

Cover

3

west-

Pock-- t Dockets, single,
$1.25;
Returning arrive .t Santa Fe 12:10
New p. nr.
two or more books, $1 each.
Surreme Court Reports, Nos.
4 p. m0 connect with No. 1, west3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Com- bound.
pilation Corporation Laws, 75 c. ComReturning aTrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
pilation Mining Laws, K0 c Money's p. m.
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
9 westbound;
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
No. 4 and S eastbound.
Returning arriv at Sanoi Fe 11:1V

p. m.

Instead of Liquid

D. 4 R. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.

Antiseptics Peroxide
now
or

many people are

using

Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

ZJlfJ'J6'

tier"

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

:-

Wells Fargo

Co. Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

AH
.

.

!

Galisteo Sts.

Phone Black

Paxtlne Toilet Antiseptic

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No.
The new toilet germicide powdetf to be
34 east and 33 outh and west.
dissolved in water as needed.
usfcsV, is
toilet
For all
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections
:
, and hygienic
i
t t
more
auu
ewuuuiiuai.
ueiier
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
To cleanse and whiten the
teeth, remove tartar and
Constipation brings many ailments
prevent decay.
To disinfect the mouth, deIn its train and is the primary cause
stroy "disease germs, and
of much sickness.
Keep your bowels
purify the breath.
regular, madam, and you will escape
To keep artificial teeth and
bridire work clean, odorless
many of the ailments to which women
To remove nicotine from the teeth and are s ibject.
Constipation is a very
purify the breath after smoking.
but like many simple.
To eradicate perspiration and body simple thing,.
things,, it may lead to serious conseodors by sponge bathing.
Nature often needs a little
quences.
The best antiseptic wash known.
Relieves and strengthens' tired, weak, assistance and when Chamberlain's
inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat, wounds Tablets are given at the first indicaand cuts. 85 and 50 cts. a box, druggists tlon mucii actress and suffering may
be avoided! Sold by all dealers.

&

Parts

of The World

MOflPV and ,n,nvenIence fcy Pcnaslng Wells
ilLUUWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
SflVf

Payable

U.

Throughout

S., Canada, Mexico.

and all Foreign
Countries
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likely be able to walk around In a!'
week.
&
Sheriff Meyer and his son who have
s
been in Santa Fe for the past
returned this morning aftsr havSPECIAL ATTENTION
In the Old Orchard.
nice time. The sheriff is
ing a
In orchar. aisles soft winds arc now a very
thirty second degree Mason.
shaking
Estancia Daily Herald.
Remarkably low figures given on
White blossoms down in scented
Dr. Edgar L. Keweit. who has been Willow fancy feathers, and a line
snow.
of flowers of hijrh grade for 10
bees the buds ara wuk-- i ,lerturing in New York City on Mayan
art and other subjects, following his days. Call and be conv inced.
'
ing.
And glittering wines n.isii to ami interesting work in riu.'stoniala the
Your Patronage Solicited
past winter, is expected to arrive in
frr
Santa Fe the end of next week.
Brown choristers are tinting, shrilThe Rev. James Grattan Mythcn, of
ling
BUUpRLiN,' President
. H. F. STEPHENS,
Of youth and love and joy they the Church of the Holy Faith, an eloCashier,
quent preacher and organizer of the
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
sing,
and there on the Sunday afternoons
And every pulse in me is thrilling Boy Scouts in New Mexico, leaves at and
evenings congregate all Santa IV.
4 o'clock
for
Xew
York
today
for
To the glad simphony of spring.
City
a vacation. He will return here in For i'ksc and other reasos the paving which will make all roads lead
the summer.
A .tender
us beaming,
easier to the plaza, should receive
L.
Mrs.
Bradford
All green
who
has a good boost from Santa Fean nlaza
and gold
I'rince,
,he orchard
been attending the meeting of tin
way.
habitues. The tickets to the ball are
Pale drifts of bloom around us gleam- Daughters of the American Revolu- cheap enough and
those
certainly
tion in Washington is expected home
.
ing
who go to it are going to get their
s
Prince-hanext
Mrs.
week.
in
been
Boiler)
Ah, heaven seemed very near that
New York where she received much monc's worth.
day
Ramirez's orchestra will discourse
social
attention.
For you were near, your dark eyes
.music and everyone knows the glossy
Colonel George W. I'ritcliard,
Proshining.
floor that the Palace hotel has for
V.
Armijo,
I hat days of days, heart spoke to bate Clerk George
tripping the
fantastic. It will
Property-Ranchetc.
Jacob
!inri
Ortiz,
Levy
(pity
Renting)
others be
heart.
the dance of the year and ;:s you
"If youth but knew." Oh, vain repin- will leave tomorrow morning for Al- glide over
that slippery, polished floor
buquerque to attend the funeral
of
ing,
to the delightful
Thos.
S.
Iltibbell
which
srujns of a ,iroamy
takes
in
place
We only met again to part.
waltz, you will not regret the slight
me unite (.ity at 2 p. in.
expense you have incurred to beautify
Miss Anita Bergw and Miss
What sent my errant fancy winging
your city.
are
a
w?ek
end
Bergere
giving
To that old orchard of the West.
o
Tickets now are on sale and many
house
a
with
number
Albuof
party
SI Again to hear the wild birds singing querque's young set as citests. To a fair dame has them if you have not
Among the bougtjs sne loved the
night they will give a cotillon to 20 purchased your allotment.
best?
couples
What is it sets my old heart thrilling fair will at Library hall and the af-- ;
Beavers Are Grateful.
doubtless prove most delight-- '
Offices 119 San Francisco St.
With youth and love, and spring fill.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
"On behalf of the Independent OrJ!
?
'
again
Antonio. Salazar, a well known citi der of Heavers for whom 'The MasA bank of apple blossoms filling
was so ably presented by
zen
of Estancia, is in Santa Fe, and querade-;'
.
.zz
' iSfz!Zy.i!!J''LV!?TJ.
j
JTrzjS:'
city florist's window-pane- .
will take down to the Estancia valley a clever cast, of Santa Feans ThursErnest Delaneey I'ierson in the
several herds of sheep where the day and Friday nights at. the Elks'
Columbian.
sheep will go into lambing camps. theater, we wish to extend to all who
participated in the performance our
P. Sanchez of Tularosa, Otero coun- There is a scarcity of herders in the deep
gratitude and appreciation. The
Estancia
at
Saso
Mr.
present
valley
ty, is at the Coronado hotel.
play was both an artistic and finanlazar reports.
H. H. Tuch, a traveling man from
The Junior Class of the High cial success and reflected the greatOmaha, is at the Palace hotel.
School ga ve a musical and literary en- est credit on the chorus as well as the
individual members of the cast.
Charles B. Kehrman, a hat sales- tertainment
yesterday afternoon for
man of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
The Entertainment Committee.
the
and the pupils acquit. W. Metcalf of Le
"Santa Fe Dam, Xo. 80, I. o. B."
Roy, N. Y., Is ted themselves in such a creditable
a sightseer at the Mor .zuma hotel.
manner as to win the praise of Miss
The above was the expression
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier
of
of the faculty. These affairs
the committee in charge of the play
has returned to his home at Estancia. Dysart,
excite
keen
always
in
interest
high
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bren leave
presented by Santa Feans at the Elks'
circles,
this wppl.- - ......
pnH rtflrt..n .u
afternoon for their home in Kansas!;di;iiiui
.uciu, me sentiments
Jhe Santa Fe Dam No. SO Tnilf of
Qjt
cvery ono of (he 2Q0 or niore upav
or
uraer
Beavers gave a ers in the
ipenuent
Carl A.
city.
the well known dance and entertainment last
i'
night
.r.i;
ri real estate Bishop,
In token of
has
to
Taos
on
man,
at their club moms in hrmnr nt- th
gone
appreciation, the cast
business.
tcast which nrpnpntoii tVio vt.,c,,- - and chorus of the Masqueraders were
Register M. R. Otero of the U. S. raders" so ably' at the Elks' theat?r, entertained last night after the perland office went to Albuquerque this last night and Thursday. Morrison's formance at the Beavers' home where
a dainty supper was served with Morafternoon.
furnished
delightful orchestra
the
rison's sweet orthaestra accompaniParis Gordon, a drug stalesman of! music and the affair w.ta vntci
ment as a sauce.
Denver, is calling on the trade. He great success
The players who danced so grace-- ;
is at the Palace.
B. F. Pankey, the millionaire ranchJudge H. L. Waldo returned this er and member of the constitutional fully for large audiences a the the-- !
YV1 .vr.r t).'!a.,-ii
afternoon from a trip to Kansas City. convention from Santa Fe county, was ater then had a dance of thsir own!
. .. .i-Lk
on the polished floors of the Beaver's
Las Vegas Optic.
a passenger on both trains
Saturday
The Saturday Card Club is meeting spending the time between trains at reception rooms. Everyone seemed to'
this afternon at the home of Mrs. J. Estancia. Mr. Pankey greeted us enjoy the reception and the mirth1
flowed with a spontaneity that pleas-- ,
G. Schumann on Lincoln avenue.
with a handshake that enclosed
a
i
ed the Beaver hosts.
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Wheelon will go bright new silver dollar for a
A home is noi
year's
completely iurnisnea unless the hall has an
Charles W. Fairfield Who as chair--,
to Albuquerque this afternoon, ex subscription .uf fha
nnur
iv
ilper,n
'
nix. Ul
.urDBrilCt;!.
inviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hall
Others take notice, do likr:wip nnH man of the entertainment committee'
pecting to return on Tuesday,.
tree and get it from
ul 1(,ohe after all the
Mrs. A. Digneo left for Albumier see the editor smile. Moriarty Mas-- '
financing of:
the P,ay was warmly congratulated by
que to visit her sister Mrs. Grady. senge'.
' Beavers
AKERS-WAGN- ER
anl players for his success.!
She was accompanied by her brother
At his last meeting of Scoutmaster
CO.
The
in turn and every mam-- !
Michael Berardineili.
Rev. J. G. Mythen, with the "Boy!
of ,he chor"s were complimented
Mr. and- Mrs. I. H. Rapp are visit- Scouts" this forenoon, all were deen-:,MEXPERT EMBALMERS &
Inens for the splendid exhibition
ing friends in Roswell where Mr. ly affected at the thought .of parting7 gave both Thursday and
Rapp has been engaged for some time even for so short a time with the
Friday
on architectural work.
master, they had learned to love andjmghtSThn P,aF last night was voted a
Mrs. H. R. McGibbon leaves this ev- respect. In behalf of the Scouts, a
ening for Chicago. b.e will be ac- very handsome silk umbrella, silver Ereat success, for although the audi-companied as far as Las Vegas by mounted and engraved, was present- - enoe was smaller than one the pre-oil w
IVifllld"
r
nAwPH
1VTi.V,nn
her son, Harold McGibbon.
Lucu Iuy Ytr.ll
"m"l
waiiace risne.
ymiMmance was ev- A. Staab of Santa Fe. arrived this who in a few well chosen remarks en better. The players showed less
READ
then let us show you this
afternoon and will spend a few days tried to express the feelings of th:' tfmil'ty and their voices were free
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Max Xord- - boys. Mr. Mythen left on this after- - from a" s(a?e fright tones. The audi- ence called the
Thirteen Acres untfer good ditch and water right. 7 or 8 acres in
noon s Santa Fe train for a
haus. Las Vegas Optic.
singers again and
trip east.
F. E. Dunlavy, an old timer, is in He goes by the way of Calveston. aSain t0 the footlights and nunetuated
alfalfa. 150 to 175 young fruit trees. Place
entirely fenced. Good
Estancia today. He will leave this icaus, iu lane aavantaee of the wntei ine entire performance with sunnta.
four room adobe house, well, and other Improvements worth
fully
for his home in Denver. Colo travel. He expects to be absent about neous applause.
Mrs .Tnn Tlrcm
in
evening
1500.00.
a month or six weeks goine nartlv for her Yama Yama dance was as clever In
rado. Estancia Daily Herald.
Jl.200.00 for immediate cash sale.
cVio Timo
The seventh grade pupils of the rest and recreation and also to attend as ftVPr nnrl ""
naa lajnuiUUBlV1.. UJJ- plauded.
high school building will hold a nic- to matters of interest to Santa Fe.
nic Tuesday afternoon at Monument
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance
Agency. Rock in .the Santa Fe canon.
The Dance Thursday.
(Continued on Page eight)
Of course you will go to the dance
Mrs. Edward True of Fort Clinton.
Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
at
the
is
Hotel
Palace
Ohio,
her
C.
cousin, Mrs.
visiting
Phone Black No. 52,
Thursday, April
Santa Fe; New Mexico.
L. Bishop and al30 Mrs. Carl
A. 27.
This is not to he an affair of any
Bishop.
A. S. Brookes, adjutant general of special "set" hut of the city of Santa
; "QUALITY & PURITY" J
the territorial militia, is in the eitv Fe in whose interest it is to be given
for several days from his headquar- under the auspices of that wide-- !
ters in Santa Fe. Albuoueraue Her awake and meritorious organization,
known as the Woman's
ald.
Board of
Frank M. Gomez returned from Trade.
The proceeds of the dance, which
Santa Fe Tuesday bringing along six
men to work on his ranch twelve is to be the social event of the season
I
miles southwest.
Moriarty Messen in Santa Fe, go toward the paving
tuna.
can
see
Evervone
that
ger
uiai veliuct k
hl ilrnirnvamAnte
i
Mpo TTol cr, T1iiT,t-..Wn
her home in Santa Fe for a visit with the streets around the plaza ond only '
I
j! ner mother, Mrs. M J. Woods. She ha'i of the expense is sustained hv
arrived this afternoon. Las Veeas!tne Property holders, and the "nlaza"!
has to stand the rest. Now everyone
Optic.
"Chief Forester A. C. Ringland left passes through the plaza or sits on
il
ig
last night for Santa Fe to look into its benches and admires its trees and S
WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
matters connected with the forestry green carpet-lawn- .
Then ton. the
service at the capital. Albuauernnei band concerts are staeed in tha ni-- .
AREJN GREAT DEMAND
It has been said that "it is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accomCharles Easley, a well known attorney of Santa Fe, returned to the capCall and see the sprinf stock
plished at our store.
ital this morning, after a visit here
of several days' duration. Albuquer- CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
que Herald.
Mrs. D. D. Stewart of Arkansas
City, Kansas, who has been visiting
relatives in California for the past
First Class Work Guaranteed
two mcnths, arrived today to visit
her nieee Ms. John V. Conway. She
BUTT
CO.
will remr.ii here a month before
For Hire at

UNITED STATES BANK

LADIE- S-

TRUST .CO.

few-day-

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Does a General Banking

'

'

Ladies and Misses!

Business

Gold-belte-

I

Pumps

j

Oxfords

j

MISS A. MUGLER

-

4

11.

sky-abov-

INSURANCE

j

Real Estate

Mar-eclin-

,

liit,

es

Surety Bonds

i

a

O. C.

WATSON & CO.

"

I

a

Tri-Clu- b

G--

KIPPENDORF.-DITTM.MAN-

,

FAMOUS

J

MAKE

Ladies Low Shoes $2.50 to $4.00
Misses Low Shoes $1.75 to $3.50

1

J

Patent
Leather
Gun Metal
Suede
ALL
THESE

the Desirable Styles

SHOES

ARE

NOTED

&

Qualities

THEIR WEARING QUALITIES AND

FOR

LASTING

BEAUTY

1.IT01

this;u,
j

--

I Mackerel
PURE

12c 15c

COD FISH,

SHREDDED

20c & 30c

COD FISH

IN TIN'S,

j

SMOKED

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

k

SMOKED

WHITE

AND

TIC

FISH.

'A

IMPORTED.

S

CHEESE
IMPORTED

City Eggs 30c a Doz.

!

j

FURNITURE

PIa-er-

s

-

SWISS,
BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
NEW YORK CREAM.

The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

!

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

-

H. S.

KAUNE

&

CO.

l

1

1

liio-h- f

TVT

THIS

BARGAIN

,

-

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

PONGEES

'

(

FOULARDS

AND

Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized
Waists and Gowns, we have

Also for voui

LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

'

"ALWAYS

tt

V.

Yfre Vttt
world

at him in our window.
over for $2.50.
:

M

RELIABLE"

rt

ROCK
Wine

Champape,

.

--

Reliable Jeweler

&

CRYSTAL

FOR

GLASS

Water

.

Buggies and
Saddle Horses

Popular Prices
CORRICK'S

HACK

LINE

.:.

THFOnflRF

0RRIfT

WE

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Dr. Standley G. Small, who was opPrnn A erated on some days ago for appendi- ...
o. in
v uicent. s
v,u
Di.
sanuarlum, is
getting, along splendidly
and will

Street

YO'NTZ,

--

i;!

sH

ARE

NOW

READY

TO

INTRODUCTORY
CARDS

PRICES-AS- K

FOR THEM

AND NOVELTIES

DRUGGISTS

309 San Francisco

...

etc

Pitchers

Frame Your Pictures

BROS.

hon.-e- .

and sold the

LESS:

JOHN PFLUEGER.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

He is known

Water Glasses

J

RCW

A new line medium J price

CUT

BETTER

xxxxxxxxxxxx'xsxx

Rin

Come down and look

Phone Red

161

::

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

West Side Plaza

i

I

CONTINUOUS
SOE

jl

AGENTS
FOR

WIRE

UP

THOSE

, DARK

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FOR

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percolaters

I

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

Electric

Chafing
Tea
Electric

1

Dishes

Pots

ft

j
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Pacific

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
(

Iu etlyet Sopt. 1st

Head Down)
a in

7 30
7 40
05

U

2"

16

:ia
50
10
9 35
10 Oil

20
25
31

8

1910

Head Up)

(

STATION'!)

19

S

Ko married fronss's happiness is
she
without; children;
complete
yearns with th3 deeper longings of
her nature for the jo73 of motherhood.
But women who bear children
should prepare for the coming of
baby by properly caring for their
physical systems. Mother's Friend
is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares the
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments supple and
elastic, aids in expanding the skin and ilcsh fibres, and strengthens all the
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are troublesome from swelling and congestion, and its regular use will lessen the pain

xlWPMEl!

Comoanv.

Railway

,I.V.

0
4

.

Pea Moines. N.
liumuiuo

.Ar

ledmun
vimi

!.
.

Thompson

49

('uuntnizbam

..(.Hilton Houso N. M
Raton. N. M,
Ar
l.v
.Lv
Ar,
Union, N . M
..
.Oliftou House N" M
SPreston
..

'

00
50
30
15
05
45
25
55
:i0

10 15
9 49
9 32
8 55
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RUINS ON RiO CHAMA.

I9flJL
820

Koehler.

2

1
1

.

Koetiler Junction

BS

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

.

t.'apuliu

4

yr?

Women who use Hother's
rnend are assured cf passing the
crisis with safety. It is for sale a'
drug stores. Write for free book
for expectant mothers.
E HATFIELD ETOULATOE CO.,
Atlanta, Ga,
comes.

M

u

IRRIGATION PLANT
HEART

from Page Three)

Imp
IN

THE

OF CHICAGO.

It is Used for Watering the Grass
connection with (he pottery is the
Plots on Grand Boulevard for
I,vl
lAr
Cimarron
abundance of red and glazed ware at,
6 35
Lv
Ar, a m
Cimarron
Four Blocks.
6 27
PI
Nash
I'uye, and the seeming scarcity of
6 17
.a
Harlan
either of these at the newly located
6 00
94
Ute Park, N. M. Lvi
Ar
the
22. Among
Chicago. April
p m .' p m
sites.
Kxcavations may however, scores of sideshows around the corprove, this to be wrong.
Pesede-uingners from the big tent when the Na
lOonnoets ai Colfax with K. P. & 8. VV. Ky. train both Northland Soutb.3
would make an ideal place to tional Irrigation Congress 'has its
M.
meets
at
Houten
N,
N.iM.I
Preston
Van
trains
for
SStage
f M , at 9:00 .i. m, daily except excavate, and I hope to Le able next nineteenth annual
sessions and its
stiwe loavaa Utu Inr!c. N", .tf ., for tCIUabotatown,
sluing to make further research thousands of visitors here next Deimd&yi, Kare $2 uoonc way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
. for the south at 11 :11 p. in. arrives from the
Uss Mchiea, N
i. ,te rt. train louvo
there, as the owners have given me cember will be one of as much if not
vth at 4;38a. m.
permission to no so.
more interest than such points of imThe admirable defensive
site 'of' portance to the visitor as the busiest
M. WILLIAM8,
C. Ci. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
Tziipiuguinge makes it one of the corner in the world, at State and MadG. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent,
remarkable places in all the pueblo ison streets in the heart of the down
town loop;
office
the
I cannot understand
region.
why
e
downthe companion Mesa Number
One structures; the canyon-likhas been passed over in reports on town streets in the financial centers;
this place, as it is very important to the meeting ground of all nations,
Number Two from a defensive stand- "Halsted street, which splits - the west
miles- and in
The narrow causeway from side for twenty-fiv- e
point.
the main range of mesas, the defen- - which one may ride in a trolley car
sive walls and towers all indicate almost an entire day for five cents,
that the inhabitants of Tziipinguinge as well as the many parks and bouleTo El Paso, Bisbee, Douglas
considered this point of attack as vards fronting Lake .Michigan and
and all points in New Mexthat will be a complete pumping irrimuch as any other.
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
This ruin is on private land, at gation system in operation.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Chicagoans have learned much of
present owned by a lady in Philadel- phia, whose name is unknown to me. irrigation and the results therefrom
Arrangements should be made with through reading, attending irrigation
her to protect the ruins as much as expositions and so on, but that an
THE
plant is in operation here and
possible, as I have been told that
the Mexican boys who live in Can- - almost in the heart of the city as a
whole at that, few, probably, of the
ones, go up and dig there frequently. ;
Of course, there is plenty of material millions who make the great populeft for study, but excavating by peo- - lation of the national gateway, are
not understand it and aware; while strangers in Chicago,
pie who do
especially from the west and south,
for commercial
merely
purposes,
naturally would expect an irrigation
should
be
on
as
as
well
here,
stopped
ROUTE
plant to be about the last thing to
government land.
he found here. It is true the plant
All measurements in this report
is a small one, compared with those
are only estimated; where possible 1 nf
the west, but it is an irrigation
paced them off.
system in fact and is so called.
For rates and full information address
of the
The commissioners
South
SIXTY PER CENT OF
STUDENTS IMMORAL. Park and Boulevard system decided
a- - f- - & p- late last year to experiment with irriEl Paso Texas.
outcome of the experiExposure of Frightful Conditions That gation, and the
ment, which is said to be unusually
Threaten Not Only Existence of
successful, is to be watched with, inNation But of Race.
76
82

(

8 02
7 45

'prrososo

e

,

M--

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Pmm ,.ftif Pa

j

jgPj

EAST

WEST

EUGENE FOX,

Wis., April 22. "Nearly fiO per cent of the young men attending college in this country arc
leading immoral lives:"
This statement by Dr. Emma F. A.
Drake of Denver before the Parents'
and Teachers' club of the Normal
school, in her lecture on "Social Purity" attended by 100 women and three
men, has caused Rome to howl in colPresident Van "Hise of
lege circles.
the state university and other college presidents are enraged by the
charge and hotly deny the statement.
"Where can wa send our children
that they will not be tempted to lead
lives of immorality" she asked. "Surely it is not to places that are already
contaminated to such an extent as
this'. The presence of vice or immorality in any student is a constant
Milwaukee,
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before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Oifce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
PROBERT

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER

....

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

New Merle

WILLIAM McKEAN
Mining and Land
Taos,

& COMPANY

Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.

Attorney-at-La-

Law.
Taos,
New Mexico.

Bank References Furnished

New Mexico.
DR. C. M. RILEY,

C. W. G. WARD

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Territorial District Attorn y
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Office: Chas. Clos3on's Barn
Attorneys-at-LaDay Phone Black 9.
Practice in tje Distri t Court as
Niht Phone, Main 134.
well as before the Supreme Court of
If you want anything on earth-- a try
the territory.
New Mexican Want Ad.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
'

E. C. ABBOTT

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
Attorney-at-LaDepartment of the Interior.
U. S. Land Oliice at Santa Fe, N. M
Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
March 17, l'Jll,
attention given to all business.
Notice is hereby given that Luciun-itNew Mexico
Santa Fe.
Ribera of Pecos. N. M., who, on
March 11, l!i(M, made homestaad entry amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
HARRY D. MOULTON
for N
SW
Sec. 27, SE
and NB
NE
SE
section
28, township 17
range 12 E., N. M.
Attorney-at-LaP. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make fina: five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de' Santa Fe, N. M.
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 6th day of May 1911.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
G. W. PRICHARD
Pablo Gonzales.. Toribio Gonzales, Enrique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Practice In a'fNJhe District Courf
and glvea Bpeclal atTtntion to cases
Register
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temptation to others.
Fears for Children.
"The great problem that mothers
and teachers of today have to solve is
how to properly train children in moral truths. Another is how to keep
those so trained from contact with
those who are not. I believe there
is not a true mother in all the country who sends her child to school
without a tear for that child, knowing all the temptations it will meet
and the awful truths it will hear as

terest
similar organizations
by.
throughout the country, especially in
the east.
The plant has been installed in
Grand Boulevard, one of Chicago's
handsomest residential avenues, and
nxtends from East Thirty-nintto
East Forty-thirstreet. The purpose
of the plant is to keep the grass plots
in good condition without the tedious
and expensive hose sprinkling which
has heretofore been employed.
h

d

The boulevard, which is one block
comprises three driveways.
Four-incwater mains have been
placed at each side of the two wider
plots cf ground which are separated
by the middle driveway, while one
single main was lain along the plots
adjacent to the sidewalks. In the
center porous tiles have been placed
underneath the plots, connected at
each end with the watr mains. It is
the plan to flood the irrigation tiles
in width,
h

through the water

mains whenever

the ground becomes dry, the soil au
tomatically to take up as much of
the moisture as is necessary.
In this
manner the practice of hand sprinkling is to be done away with.
The sprinkling heretofore has been
done at night as the commissioners
as weil as private citizens along the
boulevard were prohibited by city ordinances from watering the grass in
the day time, the ordinances fixing a
certain time when water could be taken from the mains for sprinkling purposes.
It will be a problem of a few min
utes only to nil the tile pipes when
irrigation is needed, and this can be
done from one central point.
The
idea is the same as that employed on
many big irigation projects, carried
out on a big scale. It Is said the commissioners conceived the idea after
viewing localities in the west where
irrigation is practiced.
Work of installing the plant was
started late last fall, and the arrival
of cold weather caused a cessation of
labor for a short period, the ground
were
freezing before the laborers
able to resod the surfaces' which were
torn up when the tiles were placed.
This condition made things somewhat
disagreeable in the boulevard honi3s
some weeks later, because of the dust,
and there was considerable criticism
of the action of the commissioners in
having the grass plots torn up. The
work was completed early this spring,
however, and new residents along the
avenue are congratulating themselves
that Grand Boulevard is the first
street to reap the benefits of the irrito
gation experiment. It is planned
employ the same irrigation system
along all the platted boulevards of
the city and within a few years the
plant, will be something of a giant in
r
proportions, as Chicago comprises
two hundred square miles of territory.

to how it came into being.
"When all realize that there is not
a double standard for men and women, but that all are on the same scale
then the world will he better."
President Van Hise came back with
a savage attack on the Denver woman, who then wrote the following
statement regarding her charges as
quoted in the local papers:
"In the report of my lecture I was
misquoted in one particular, which I
see has caused some comment and I
wish to correct the statement.
60,000 Girls Go Wrong.
"Conditions are bad enough, but I
do not care to go on record as making them more lamentable than they
are. I made the statement that it
has been said on high authority that
0 per cent of our college young men
confess to immoral lives; but I was
misquoted as saying that this was
true of the women students; for it is
well known that this is not the case.
I said nothing of the young women
in this connection."
Asked for a further explanation of
her charge against college men and
women, Mrs. Drake said that her lecture as given outside of the charges
against college women, was all that
she cared to stand responsible for.
She added that there are 60,000 young
women led astray every year, but that
Khe did not mean to refer to college
women in this connection.
She added that the women sufferers t'rNjiot all in the poorer classes
for
Ail extends to the higher
cijiss.. ,.'in all degrees not less serious
thiin in the lower classes. She said
that there are 000,000 young men who VETERAN ATTENDS
HIS OWN FUNERAL.
g wrong in a moral sense
every
Love of dress was responsible
year.
James Swecker, a veteran of the
for most cases of woman's downfall,
civil war, who recently disappeared
she said.
from his home near Greenville, Tenn.,
enjoys the distinction of having attended his own funeral. He appearw'V Jsintreiiiei and shoulrt know ed on the scene while the body of a
about the wonderful
VTa
man supposed to be him was being
teft.AMARVELWhirlingSpray
tSC:JtS
Iba UW Vn,rl,.nl Kirl.,..
lowered into a grave. A peculiar feature of the case was that the features
tent, it elmiiMl
VTPfei2- Huuuiuy.
of the dead man so strongly resemAuk
mr drnctHntforft.
bled those of Swecker that relatives
If lis sannut autinlv tbA
MARVEL, amept no
were deceived.
otner. mit &na atAinn Tur
Moreover, on the
Tt
NtnTpfl.
tvink
fftoM
tllnatrft,,.,!
dead man's body were found papers
full parncutnra and riirartlrin In
bearing Swecker's name.
4JttdBtrMt..NW JI.Pt
ov-o-
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EDITORIAL

A Good School.
InAgain the New Mexico Military
stitute has shown its capabilities as
a school for boys. Without doubt it
school to be
is the best military
found in the southwest, and has a
great and expanding future before it.
Roswell Register Tribune.

mm

It Has Downed Many a Good Man.

the
Colonel Medina, says that
liquor in Agua Prieta was responsible
and retreat
for the demoralization
And, this is not
of the rebel forces.
the first time that liquor has gotten
the best of a very important situation.
El Paso Times.

habit-formin- g

Good Credit.
issue o $70,000 Phoenix school
COLLEGE GIRLS ARE
bonds nave just been sold lor a
SCORED FOR DANCING.
inthat
and
in excess of $3,000,
cident series to show the confidence
Not Be Tolerated,
of investors in the stability of Phoe- Bachelors Should
Declares Prophetess of the LatArizona Republinix taxable values.
est California Health Cult.
can.
An

REINFORCED BUSINESS
STRUCTURE FOR ALBUQUERQUE.

pra-miii'-

The Proof of the Pudding.
A Roswell man who returned recently from Weatherford, Tex., says
over there he saw chidlren playing in
empty jail, and the county is without
Of course, it is
a district attorney.
hardly necessary to add that Weath
erford is in a "dry" county. Roswell
Daily Record.
Good Roads.
The value of farm land depends
upon its distance from town. A farmer vithin a mile of tho depot,
stores etc. can market his crop
and Jo business at a groat deal less
out.
expense than one
To haul a load of beans, weighing
3,000 pounds, over the average country road, for a distance of ten miles,
requires a day, going and coming. It
costs the man who lives ten miles
fromtown just that much more to
market his crop, and as a result his
land is worth just that much less.
No. while the man ten miles out
cannot move his farm any nearer to
town, he can greatly reduce the distance in time by having good roads.
Since the beginning of time, good
roads have been talked about, asked
for, demanded and done without, by
the farmers. The city man who seldom gets beyond his own street unless he takes a car, knows little of
the needs of good roads. As long as
his street is kept paved and sprinkled
the good roads question for him is
settled.
But a new factor is entering into
the situation. Since the auto has
come in to such general use, city men
are learning what country roads
really are. And while they may have
been content to let the farmer work
and sweat and cuss while driving
over them, it's a different thing when
it comes to the city man and his auto.
Such a condition is a disgrace. Why
don't the county do something! Outrageous!
So a good roads
organization is
formed of city men. They demand
the roads be kept in first class shape.
Not that the farmer needs it, but
because the pleasure of the city man
demands it! And the road is fixed,
and farmers and city folks alike reap
the benefit. More power to the auto-1st- ,
and may his numbers grow!
There are so few autos around
Wagon Mound that we will have to
wait a long time before their demand
will be heard. In the meantime, the
road from here to Levy needs atten
tion, and it would not be a wasted
effort to do a little work on the south
road. Good roads encourage people
to come to town to trade.
Soon the spring rains will be with
If the roads are not put in good
us.
will
condition before that time it
mean an added expense to the farmers who want to come to trade, and
sell
the merchants who want to
goods. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
post-offic-

furt;'

Medicine NOT A NARCOTIC.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says
"Our little boy contracted a sever .
bronchial trouble and as the doctor'
medicine did not cure him, I gave hin
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
which I have great faith. It cured
the cough as well as the choking and
gagging spells, and he got well in a
short time. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times saved us
much trouble and we are never without it in the house." Sold by all
A

Reliable

druggists.
REV.

RAMON

MEDINA',

DIES

AGED 78.

Was Ordained By Archbishop Lamy
in 1856 and Was Authority on
History of New Mexico.
In the death yesterday at Penasco,
Taos county, of the Rev. Ramon Medina, aged 78, New Mexico loses another of its pioneers and historians.
For over half a century, or since
1856, when he was ordained' by Arch
bishop Iimy, Father Medina had been,
a priest although he resigned from
the position of pastor several years
ago on account of his old age.
Father Medina was born in the parish of Santa Cruz. He received his
early education ia New Mexico and
when Archbishop Lamy started a
school in what is known as the adobe
building of the St. Vincent's Sanitarium, he was appointed disciplinarian. Later he was given the charge
of a parish and was promoted.
His
last charge was at Penasco.
Father Medina had a very genial
disposition and his old age and extraordinary memory made him a
splendid story teller. None knew better than he the history, both civil and
religious, of New Mexico.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

n

to Women

Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
advice of a physician of over 40 years' experience
a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
of women. Every letter of this sort has the most
careful consideration and is regarded as sacredly
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
telling to their local physician. The local physician
is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
Dr. Pierce holds that
without "an examination."
ti am mm
m
iniimWit
these distasteful examinations are generally need
in
rare
no
and
that
to
submit
them.
should
except
woman,
less,
cases,
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure you right ia the privacy of
your own home. His " Favorite Prescription" has cured
hundreds of thousands, some of them the worst of cases.
It is the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examination. No alcohol and no
drugs are found in it. Some unscrupDon't take it. Don't trifle
ulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute.
World's
Write
to
with your health.
Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y., take the advice received and be well.

Charles Iifeld Company of Albuquar-qu- e
will on the 25th of this month
open the bids for their new building
on the corner of First street and Copper avenue, and will award the contract for the construction immediately of the same. This new building is
to be built of reinforced concrete
two
throughout, and will contain
stories and a basement, with a mezzanine floor running all around the
building between the first and second
floor, practically making it a three-storto the
building.
According
plans and specification of the building, it is to be one of the most complete mercantile structures in the entire southwest and a credit to any
city. The building is to be completed and ready for the fall stock of the
firm, and they expect to move into
and begin
selling out of it this
year before the summer is ended.

Chicago, April 22 About every one
in the audience which listened yestere
day afternoon to Mrs. Robert
in the Lake Forest college auditorium heard something more or
Mrs.
less uncomplimentary.
r
i3 from Los Angeles, where she
is a mover in a health cult, and she
had a number of things to say.
She scored the bachelors for not
marrying, the college girls for danc
ing and theatergoing, the college boys
for dressing too extravagantly, and
humanity in general for not watching
its health. As many of the faculty
members are bachelors, her remarks
facin regard to that unregenerate
tion afforded considerable amusement
to the undergraduates in her audi-- '
ence.
Scathing Words for Bachelors
"No one should live alone," said
Mrs. Burdette. "It is bad for men,
Bachelors
mentally and physically.
shouldn't even be tolerated, and old
maids not much more.
Every college girl should think it her duty to
marry, for from the educated women
ot our race is to come intellectual posterity. The man gets an education
so he can make money; the woman
so she can teach her children."
On the follies of feminine dress Mrs.
Burdette also had a lew words to
,
say:
Why Women Dress as They Do.
she said, "go to ex"Women,"
tremes in dress for two reasons. First
to excite the admiration of men, and,
second, to draw the envy of other
women. Neither of these is an especially noble end.
"The college girl is taught among
other things not to overdress, and it
is not the least of the values of education. Ir a girl doesn't learn at college that false hair, high heels, and
paint are all in bad taste and inimical
to the laws of hygiene
she never
will."
Bur-dett-

Bur-dett- e

SAFE

y

Dne Conductor

Helped Back to Work.
Mr. Wilford Adams Is Ms name,
he writes. "I was confined to my bed
with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottles "of Foley's Kidney Remedy with good effect. The third bottle
put me on my feet and I resumed
work as conductor on the Lexington,
It will do all
Ky., Street Railway.
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of uric acid.
For
sale by all druggists.

ome to

MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN.

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
13 a safe and effective
medicine for
children as it does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
low package.
Sold by all druggie
.

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
Charles B. Kehrman, St. Louis;
Paris Gordon, Denver; H. H. Tuch,
Omaha.
Montezuma.
R. B. Zimmerman,
Kansas City;
Agnes C. Lant, New York; W. J.
Marsh, Edgar Calfee, Roswell; Frank
A. Hubbell, Albuquerque;
S. N. Coryell, Denver; Mrs. Blackmere, Espa-nola- ;
T. N. Brook, Buckman; G. W. E.
Koyle, Kansas City; J. S. Hereford,
New York; E. C. Willey, Denver; A.
W. Stringham, Brooklyn;
Hugo C.
Hunter, Chicago; P. E. Dunlavy, R. H.
Purcell, Denver; C. W. Metcalf, Le
Roy, N. Y.; Albert Packer, City.
Coronado.
R. J. Halke, Leonard Carnival Co.;
P. Sanchez, Tularosa.

One and one third fare for

the round trip.
From all points between
ALBUQUERQUE

and
LAS

VEGAS,

A Week of Amusement by

the Leonard Amusement
Carnival Co.
Tickets on sale April 23rd
to 29th.
Good to Return until May
2nd, 1911.
H. S. LUTZ,

Agent.

Santa Fe

y

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS i
SAN D1EQO,
LOS ANGELES,
May,

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

12, 13, 14,

12, 13, 14,

May,

$50.90

$49.15
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,

One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, & 31 J

$68.35

j

Return Limit, July 31st,

1911

"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

For' Particulars Call on, or Address,
II.

Santa Fe,

S.

LUTZ,

Agent.

:

N. M.

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

ROSWELL,

N. M.

Carrying the V. S. mall and pasto
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage1
Eoawell, N. M connecting with the at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
a
land Railroads and the Atchison,
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Special rates are given for excurLeaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arfor eight or more passengers.
sions,
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m ar- For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
To-pek-

J W. STOCKARD,
:

MANAGER

(',
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"It must be awful to that select delegation spent a day in
write to order." Raton Range. Bet- this city prior to leaving for Washter shed the collar and try a little ington and he hobnobbed with his
independent
writing. Albuquerque confreres while here. Not only do the

n D rv

i

Good Advice

people of New Mexico know who he

Journal.
Recall Them Quick.
If the people of New Mexico want

to experiment with the recall they
might wait a hundred years before
finding a more opportune time than
the present for using it on J. D. Hand,
A. A. Mones and H. B. Fergusson,
self styled leaders who are now enstatehood. Albugaged in fighting
querque Herald.
Proud of Him.

delegate to congress is the man of whom every citizen of New Mexico should be proud.
Mr. Andrews introduced a bill the
other day for the appropriation of
$25,000 to pay for the Torrance comity court house. He has workeu faithfully for the cause of the people who
sent him to Washington, and is a
man who will work as long as there
is anything to work for. Estancia
Daily Herald.
W. H. Andrews,

May Go to U. S. Senate.
Hon. Benjamin F. Pankey, yes, ha
was a dark horse until he. ran for
convendelegate to the constitutional
tion and was elected. Then the people
looked up and asked who he was,
where he was from and so on. They
soon found out that Ben Pankey was
there in various ways. They found
that they had a millionaire in their
inmidst, a man who was out for the
terests of the people and every minute of the time spent in the convention was devoted to the interests of
the people of the county which he
represented. Estancia Daily Herald.
Boosting Statehood.
News dispatches from Washington
during the past few days tell of the
wonderful activity of those two great
and patriotic statesman, J. D. Hand
and A. A. Jones, in the effort to prevent New Mexico from becoming a
state. This is not at all surprising.
These two gentlemen, who aspire to
ownership of the Democratic party
in the territory are opposed to statehood under any condition that might
be offered by the Republicans. The
future of New Mexico means nothing
to them so long as they are unable
to control the new state's politics.
if the influence of Mr.
However,
Hand and Mr. Jones is no greater in
stateWashington than it is at home,
hood will not be delayed on their
In fact, their opposition
account.
a
ought to make early sovereignty
cinch. La3 Vegas Optic.

visited upon that most auspicious occasion, but they have an intimate
knowledge of the scheme hatched up
at that time.
It is with considerable candor that
the Evening Herald must admit "that
it has hesitated to believe" that the
confreres mentioned had no more political sense, if indeed, they had not
at least the common decency and respect for the will of the voters in
this territory, than to be mixed up in
such an affair.
The Democratic leaders who have
taken up the cudgel to delay state
hood in their hopes that they will
president
profit if a Democratic
should be elected in 1912, surprise no
one further than by their insolence
towards the voters to whose WILL
The little frame-uTHEY BOWED.
to delay the New Mexico constitution
so that "WE" can organize the new
state, has already shown what the
proverbial colored gentleman in the
wood pile really amounts to.
The people of New Mexico, regardless of party, will cuobtless feel
who
grateful to those gentlemen
spent good time and money in running hastily to Washington to further
assist the Owen stripe of statesmen
in preventing statehood.
Some of those who particiapted in
back here at home
the frame-ui- )
would do well to remain just a little
further in the timber until after the
smoke clears, for while "we hesitate
to believe it," the voters who approved the New Mexico constitution
are
by an overwhelming majority,
likely to get rather warm under the
collar if any more of such facts come
p

to light.
Mr. Hand,

Mr. Fergusson,

Mr.

Hagerman, Mr. Viljoen
and Mr. Hanna, together with a few
others, might draft a better constituprobably
tion than we have, but
when the voters of the territory become convinced of that fact they will
appoint them as members of a constitutional convention tor that purJones,

Mr.

pose with full power to act.

The Republican insurgents in Congress, as we have been given to understand, state that they are in favor
of statehood, that they are in favor
of progress, that they are in favor of
the right of the people to rule at any
Just what brand of
and all times.
insurgents these are that have de-

C

T. I). NOTES.

The injury does not stop with the1
drinker; it goes on down to the third
and fourth generations. Across the
front of every saloon ought to be
written: "Crime and disease sold'
here. Our goods guaranteed to maim!
and destroy unto the third and fourth
generations." Dr. T. A. MacNicholl.
We're With the Tide.
In this work for Cod nnd Home and
Kvery land we are with the tide of
eternal progress which, sooner o
later, will sweep the world and leave!
it clean and fair and strong. In the
words of Priscilla Leonard, writing in
the Outlook "the tide is sure to win!"
"The reef is strong and cruel;
Upon its jagged wnll
One wave a score a hundred,
Broken and beaten fall;
Yet in defeat they conquer,
The sea comes flooding in
Wave upon wave is routed,
But the tide is sure to win!
"0 mighty sea! thy message
In clanging spray is cast;
Within God's plan of progress
It matters not at last
How wide the shores of evil,
How strong the reefs of sin
The wave may be defeated,
But the tide is sure to win!"

!

j

j
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"The Faith That Goes on Fighting."
A good man who was enslaved in
early life to an unfortunate habit
writes us that if we would "let up" on
tobacco we could have a larger circulation and not have such a hard
time to keep the Advocate financially
afloat!
Had we never spent any
money in the battle against Rum and
for Education we could have a bank
account, but we prefer to keep on
fighting even on meager rations and
without a bank account, rather than
to see our boys and girls debauched
and our civilization
and the world
ruined by Tobacco and Alcohol.
A
writer In the Vanguard sends us tha
following encouraging example of
some who "kept on fighting."
"People of sound moral principles
and fixed purposes are not nonplussed
when overpowered by numbers. The
Temperance People of Missouri have
struggled heroically, have sacrificed
time and money, and have prayed persistently. Though repulsed they are
not despondent.
They have coma
through the encounter with a still
cleaner civic conscience and have become still more ardently inured to
stern conflict with a collossal and accursed wrong.
" 'The faith that
goes on fighting-thro- ugh

KU
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you're considered to the extent of making it easy for
you to know what is offered
in needed
goods; the store
shows its willingness to go
on record in its statements
about its stock and service;
the advertising of an article
as being of a certain quality, and at a stated price, is
in a sense, a contract between the seller and the
the
prospective
buyer;
prices of advertised goods
must be so low that competition can't meet them;
advertising increases sales,
enabling the store to accept smaller profits. These
are some of the reasons

l!

Deep in the dark that shrouds the
things that are.
It has done much, this faith serene
and strong,
Unmindful of the astu-- of defeat.
But, trusting in the right against the
wrong,
Has been a trumpet call or drum's
loud beat."
"Charles Sumner, the champion of
freedom, speaking to this point upon
the floor of congress said:
"But it is said that we shall throw-awaour votes, and that our opposition shall fail.
" 'Fail, sir!
No honest, earnest effort in a good cause can fail.
" 'It may not be crowned with applause of men; it may not seem to
t'.uch the goal of immediate worldly
success, which is the end and aim of
so much in life. But it is not lost.
"'Fail! Did the martyrs fail, when
with precious blood they sowed the
seed of the church?
" 'Did the discomfited champions of
Freedom fail who have left those
names in history that can never die?
" 'Did the three Irmdred Spartans
fail, when in the narrow pass they
('.iu not fear to brave- the innumerable
Persian hosts, who.-- e very arrows
Overborne
by
darkened the sun?
numbers, crushed to the earth they
left an example greater far than any
victory. And this is the least we can
do.
Our example will be the mainspring of triumph hereafter.'
"When William Lloyd Garrison began to be mobbed for his abolition
principles, some implored him to be
more moderate. But when the rioters
dragged him through the streets of
Boston with a rope around his neck,
he launched his paper, the Liberator
ancl rnfurled a flag of defiance, declaring uncompromising warfare for
freedom and the rights of man. Here
is his challenge:
" 'I will be as harsh as truth, and
as uncompromising as justice. On
this subject I do not wish to think
or speak or write with moderation.
No! No! Tell a man whose house is
on lire to give a moderate alarm; tell
his wife
him to moderately rescue
from the hands of the ravisher; tell
the mother to gradually extricate her
babe from the fire into which it has
fallen: but urge me not to use moderation in a cause like the present. I
am in earnest I will not equivocate
I will not excuse
I will not retreat
a single inch and I will be heard.'
"Tie flung italics until there was a
sound of falling 'fetters in the. laud."
The ground in which the body of
the editor of the Advocate is expected
to rest, is already paid for, and his
name inscribed on the side of his
mother's monument.
As long as he
has ttfe prospect of leaving enough
to pay for a very simple, private and
plain funeral, he expects to "Go on
fighting."
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why you should buy from

stores that advertise. There
are other reasons, and although not stated, you pro
fit by them.
EARLY FORM OF ADVERTISING
Crude Picture Placed on Walls of
City Similar to Our Billboards In
Day of Pompeii.

of the
Writing on "The Origin
Commonest Things," Joseph Roble says
of "advertising:"
The ancient city of Pompeii was
perhaps the most enterprising of all
the commercial
towns of antiquity,
and the secret of its enterprise, lay
In the fact that its merchants believed even in that early age that it
paid to advertise. The particuar form
of advertising which they used and
which in reality was- the earliest
known advertising in the world was
similar to our present-dabillboard
advertising.
Relics of this primitive commercial
art have come down to us in tho
shape of various designs done In red
and black on the walls of the city.
The pictures were most crude, but
they were such as would tell the story
In a convincing way.
For example, a school for boys
would have an advertisement depicting a boy beir.g whipped. One of the
restorations of the old city shows a
section of the wall on which appeared
the picture of a goat as an advertisement for some dairy or other, while
a wine shop is represented
by amphorae and two Blaves.
Hair tonics and various beauty
creams and ointments
were advertised In abundance, and It is easy to
Imagine the lady of that ancient city
scanning the walls in search of a
suitable preparation
for removing
wrinkles and preserving the complexf
ion; for ihf lady of those
days
wag Just as anxious to look young and
I
as
is
her
fair
descendant of contty
temporary times.
Sioux City
0
.000
Public announcements
were also
advertised in this way. A general
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
meeting of citizens or notice of forthcoming gladiatorial games were efNational League.
fectively brought before the people.
Boston at Brooklyn.
The principal significance of this
New York at Philadelphia.
early advertising, however, is found in
the exploitation of private business.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg.
The wiBe merchant soon realized that
Chicago at St. Louis.
the wine shop whose sign appeared on
the walls sold the most wine and that
American League.
the school whose name was flashed in
St. Louis at Cleveland.
big red and black letters every day in
Detroit at Chicago.
the market place secured a bigger enPhiladelphia at Boston.
rollment than the institutions that hid
Washington at New York.
their light under a bushel.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.

veloped in New Mexico is something
that must be explained back there
in Washington, out here in New MexHI
ico the brand is fairly well known.
the night
The Ship of State.
Evidently the BOW TO THE WILL
It notes the gleam of each far disWell' named! ' Nothing "more beau- OF THE PEOPLE made by Mr. Fertant star;
tiful than the old fashioned, full rig- gusson and Mr. Jones after the vote It seems the
glimmer of the dawning
maon the constitution, was of the stage
ged queen of the deep prancing
wind.
were
Halyards
the
only
responding
before
They
variety.
jestically
taunt, sheets a singing, every ounce to an encore. (Applause). Albuquerof canvas drawing full and hard be- que Evening Herald.
fore a spanking breeze and you
flBjiouscEtaEHTS
have a picture well calculated to CACTUS FOR FODDER
AND PAPER MAKING,
make an old salt drop his 'baccy box
Cathedral.
or a cowboy jump out of hi3 high
Loro
First mass at
heeled boots. A fair wind for the Eventually the Spineless Plar.t May
Sunday
Prove of Great Use on
fair lady and a fair course, what
C:30 o'clock a. m. Second mass at
Ramie.
more can you ask for a commonin
9:30.
Sermon
At
English.
wealth?
7 o'clock p. m.
Rosary, sermon and
Fort Hancock, Texas, April 22.
New Mexico expects no more, and
Benediction.
asks for nothing more. But today The cactus which grows so spontaneLarry ef Guadalupe.
of
over
Texasand
southwest
name
the
upon ously
while she may bear our
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass j
the quarter, a foreign crew is in so many parts of the west appears to
(high) 9:30 a. m.
fo'castle and the captain is not of our have unlimited possibilities. Mr.
First sermon in Spanish at 7. a. m.
of
nature
his
no
by
processes
We have
particular
choosing.
Second sermon in English and Spawords of censure for him or for the shocking, has denuded it of its spines
nish at 9:30 a. m. Rosary and Becrew; but she's our sUp and even if and more than doubled the size of the nediction at
6:30 p. m.
we elect the same captain and the blade. This makes it fine forage for
National League.
in
state
in
both
and
of
the
to
be
stock,
Presbyterian.
green
same crew, we want them
Boston 9; Brooklyn 5.
Chrism.
school
at
Sabbath
a.
9:45
the form of ensilage. Recent experiour election.
Philadelphia 3; New York 0.
New Mexico for sixty years has ments mads by chemists prove that tian Endeavor at 6.45 p. m. Preaching
Chicago
6; St. Louis I.
service at 11 a. m. and 7:45 p. m. Rev.
vainly endeavored to own her own. the juice of this plant, when properly A.
B. Minton of Aztec, N. M.
alcois
of
Prayer
highly productive
Today, the Queen, notwithstanding treated,
American League.
the battering of six decades is under hol and that the residue makes splen- meeting Wednesday evening at 7:45
1; New York 0.
Washington
welcome.
the auctioneer's hammer in the Hall did paper. It is also understood that o'clock. Everyone
Cleveland 6; St. Louis 5.
obtained in the
And men and syndi several
of the Nation.
Boston 13; Philadelphia 4.
cates of men and interests are bid- process of making alcohol have val- PROGRAM FOR BAND
Western League.
IN
PLAZA.
CONCERT
Okie Owen and his crowd of uable commercial usages.
Wichita 9; Topeka 2.
ding
The following is the program of the
It his been demonstrated by the
Omaha 6; Des Moines 4.
auctioneers seem ready to knock
Lincoln 3; Denver 2.
down the good ship to the lowest bid- stockmen of southwest Texas for band concert which will be given toSt. Joseph 7; Sioux City 0.
ders Fergusson and his company years that the native cactus, when morrow afternoon in the plaza:
of mutineers especially as they are the spines have been singed off, is an The Moose March ....P. Hans Flath
excellent stock food, particularly at Los Marineritos Mazurka
American Association,
members of the family.
Milwaukee 3; Toledo 1.
Others are saying the sailing pa- that season of the year when range
Chuccay Valverde
Barnhouse
Minneapolis 3; Indianapolis 0.
pers are not just clear and they need is scarce. In a number of localities, Psyche Overture
St. Paul 6; Louisville 4.
In the meantime herds of cattle have been fed fo two Erminie Grand Selection
fixing for them.
. . . .
Ferrazzi
Coast League.
the ship of state is tied up to the months or more at a time entirely upon cactus from which the spines had Idle Hours Waltz.. Carl Paige Wood
Oakland 9; Vernon 5.
wharf, simply rotting and rusting.
Portland 8; Los Angeles 6.
She may not look good to Congress been singed. The animals not only Anita Spanish Serenade
San Francisco 4; Sacramento 3.
T. S. Allen
in
and that party may be sincere ques- lived, but thrived and gained
Geo. .Botzford
tion mark in its evident belief that weight upon thi3 food, proving con- Grizzly Bear Rag
H. Moon WOMAN MAKES LONG
a year or two in that condition will clusively that it is highly nutritious. The Enterprise March
Leader
RIDE ACROSS COUNTRY.
work no hardship. The people of The discovery that it is a fit plant R. Ramirez
the country and' those of New Mexico for animals' food came about by
Miss Nan Jane Aspinwall, a Monfeel otherwise; and most respectfully herdsmen noting that deer ate the
tana woman, is riding horseback
yet insistently beg the'ir bid be leaves of the cactus plant when the
from San Francisco to New York,
heard. We want her; want to cast spines had been singed off by some
bearing a message from Mayor McSTANDING OF THE TEAMS
off the hawsers, sail out in the deep, hunter's or traveler's camp fire.
To
Carthy to Mayor Gaynor. She is unuse
exact
the
words of one of the piowith a crew of patriots ready to fight
and has
accompanied
completed
National League.
for every plank and timber. Don't neers: "The deer started something
more than
f
of her journey
W.
Pet.
L.
we
then
to
and
concluded
cactus
be
about
the
manner
C
will
try
she
worry
7
.875
1
handled, for our pride will be to on cows." It is understood that a Philadelphia
"Statement of
4
2
.667
make her shine and glisten.
Put us number of stockmen in southwest Chicago
THE MUTUAL LIFE
4
3
.571
aboard give us our own. Raton Texas who have been feeding singed New York
Insurance Company of New York.
3
3
.500
cactus will apply the Burbank method Pittsburg
Range.
New York, N. Y.
mmm
Louis
2
.400
St
and grow the plant extensively
for
To December 31st, 1910."
'
3
Cincinnati
.400
...2
Peculiar Insurgents.
forage purposes. But while this is
Assets
$572,859,0G2.98
3
Boston ,
.333
6
The Evening Herald "has hesitated going on, other experiments are
Liabilities, & Reserves 572,859,002.98
2
6
.250
Brooklyn
of
the
several
is
and
that
believe"
it
made
that
to
gentlepredicted
O. C. Watson & Co., District ManaI
men who have heretofore posed in much of the paper in the near future
gers.
American
League.
New Mexico as Republicans have so will be made from the pulp of this
W.
L.
Pet.
'
'
far forgotten the message of the bal- plant.
NEARLY SMOTHERED.
0
1000
Detroit
lots at the constitutional election as
N. C Mrs.
Chandler,
Augusta
.667
2
...4
Washington
The
Sound
at
to presume to oppose statehood
Sleep of Good Health. New York
Lomax, of this place, writes: I had
4
2
.667
Can
not be over estimated and any
this time.
3
Boston
3
.500 smothering spell every day, so bad
These gentlemen who heretofore ailment that prevents it is a menace
T
3
4
.420 that I expected death at any timt
Chicago
to
health.
claimed
J.
have
the Republican party
Eau Cleveland
Southers,
could not sit up in bed. I suffered
3
5
.375
as their home, although albeit they Claire, Wis, says: "I have been un3
6
.333 trom womanly troubles.
My nerves
St Louis
have had some difficulty in' making able to sleep ooundly nights, because
I had almost given
1
5
.167 were unstrung.
Philadelphia
of
across
are
for
stand
pains
It,
back
my
the Republican party
and soreup all hope of ever being better.
I
now engaged in aiding a few Demo- ness of my kidneys.
My appetite
tried Cardui, and it did me more good
Western
League.
crats who would rule or ruin in hold- was very poor and my general conW. I
Pet. than anything I had ever taken.
I
ing off as long as possible any action dition was much run down.' I have Wichita
...1 0 1000 am better now than I ever expected
been taking Foley Kidney P1H8 but Lincoln ... .'.
on statehood in Washington.
1
0 1000 to be."
Thousands of ladies have
There is "no other possible conclu- a short time and now sleep as sound Omaha
1000 written similar letters, telling of the
0
...1
sion," however, than that such is1 the as a rock, my general condition Is St Joseph
.,..1 0 1000 merits of - Cardui. It relieved their
case. The affiliations of these gen- greatly improved, and I know that Topeka
1
.0
.000 headache,- backache and misery, Just
tlemen are wellknwon in New Mex- Foley Kidney Pills have cured me.' Denver ...
O
.000 as it will relieve yours, if you will
ico. The most prominent member of For sale by all druggists.
Den Moines
,.00 try it Try it for your troubles
.....0
today.
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the District Court Of Santa F
County,
Territory of N w Mexico.
Lemi S .Griswold,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
Jam' s M. Lucas, John H. )
Knaelw, Robert C. Gort- - ) No. C413.
ner, Alois R. Renehan, )
and Zepora G. Rone ban, )
In

a store advertises
:i i
tj.
ii shows iL.i
tnai n values your
trade enough to ask for it;
When

C

light

W.

PAGE SEVER.

y

far-of-

fj
Just remember this: . It 16 not W
the thing itself that lives; it is J;
a what is said about It. Your com- - fj
K petitors, the disgruntled
ones, jy
W are busy.
The time to correct i
a tic is wmcii ii ia uuerca.
ii the moral Is: You must adverts tise, no matter how successful
fj you are.
H

0
8

Defendants. )
WHEREAS, by virtue of a final deiu the
cree rendered and entered
above entitled cause on the l"th day
of March,
defendant James M.
Lucas was found and adjudged to be

FOR RENT House furnished
unfurnished.
D. L. Lowitzkl.

FOR SALE 1'ouscfcold poods and
Galisteo street.
furnishings at "01
Call at any time.
YOU

aid

e

0

sixty--

GO.

t:

"The Black Prince Lode, commonly
so called; the Ohio Lode, commonly
so called; the Illinois Lode, commonly
so called; mining claims and real estate, situate, lying and being in the
New Placers Mining District, in the
County of Santa Fe, and Territory of
New Mexico, as more particularly described by metes and bounds in a certain deed made and entered into on
the 13th day of October, 1901, by and
between the New Mexico Mining Company, a corporation, and Galisteo
Company, a corporation, as parties of
the first part, and James-M- . Lucas and
A. B. Renehan, of the County of Santa
Fe and Territory of New Mexico, as
parties of the second part, which said
deed wa3 filed for record and recordReed in the office of the
corder of said County of Santa Fe on
the 2.'th day of November, 1901, at
page 314 et. seq,. of Book l of the
records of said office, situate in the
New Placers Mining District, County
of Santa Fe and Territory of New
Mexico, described as follows: "Commencing at the Northwest corner, a
rock in a mound of stone chiseled L.
M. S.; thence South 325 feet to an
25 feet wide, course North 70
degrees West, 425 feet to the Southwest corner, a stone in a mound of
stones, chiseled L. M. S.; thence East
325 feet to the Southeast corner, a
stone in a mound of stones, chiseled
L. M. S.; thence North 150 feet an
75 feet wide, course
westerly,
425 feet to the Northeast corner, a
stone in a mound of stones, chiseled
L. M. S.; thence West 325 feet to the
From the Northplace of beginning.
east corner, South 59 degrees and 50
minutes West, 102 feet to the center of
scale on a line run from the Southeast corner to the Northeast corner,
at 200 feet the Southeast corner of
the stamp mill bears North 74 degrees
24 minutes West, 93 feet distant;
course of mill South, 83 degrees West,
28 feet long; from the Southwest corner of the mill to the Southeast corner of dwelling house is South 49 degrees, 3 minutes West, 14 feet; length
of house is South 83 degrees West
25 feet; magnetic variations on base
line 13 minutes East."
FRANK J. LAVAN,
Special Master.

BEFORE YOU HATCH is
the
time to prepare for trouble.
Clean
and disinfect thoroughly
with Conwhich mixes with
key's
water and makes a cheap disinfectant. Kills the germs which otherwise
would hatch out along with your
chicks. Wipe each egg with
this
solution before you start
the incubator. Save chicks from the
germ of White Diarrhea
disease,
which often clings to the shell.
If
your chicks show this symnton (from
the 3rd day to fourth week) be sure
to use Conkey's White Diarrhea Remedy, a new discover. Price 50 cents.
Put it in the drinking water from the
very start and it prevents this terrible disease.
Get it before trouble
Etarts. Remember all Con key Reme-di- e
we guarantee. Leo Hersch.
Nox-i-cid- e

Nox-i-cid- e

J--

o

o

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mead,
ean Printing Company, Sauta Fe, N.
Mez.
Butchers' Bon(,
- Report of Ur
Sheriffs' If:
censes.
eh'
New Mexlo
Court Reports,
No. 1 and 2
isr. $6.50 a vol- urns; 3 to 12 inclunwe, $3.30 each;
Mone" Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c
Retail Liquor License. 50 ir Book,
2

$3.00.

General License, BO in Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
i!5c each.
Notification
Change in Assessment by Aasessor, 100 In Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book, S5c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 in Book, 25c.
8
Poll Books for City Election,
pages, 50c.
of
Proof, Testimony
Claimant,
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
fuli sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness,
sheet.
Final Proof,
sheet.
2
Contest Notice.
sheet
ti .ueeL
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest

d

2

1--2

2

one-fift- h

"

8o Near and Yet 8o Far.
Hyker That house sold for a song.
Pyker Why didn't you buy it!
Hyker I can't slog.

or

CAN'T RAISE CHICKENS
lice at the same time. And don't
forget it takes three Kinds of lice
indebted to the above named plaintiff killers to get them all. Conkey's
:n the sum of Forty-onHundred Head Eire ointment U'c. and 2oc for
head lice; Conkey's Lice Powder 25c
Ninety-fouand
($4,191.1:!.)
Dollars, with interest thereon at the for body lice; Conkey's Lice Ijquid
rate of s per cent per annum from :;.",e qt. $1.00 a gal. for mites. Leo
We guarantee Conkey's.
March IT, 1911, until paid, together Hersch.
with costs of suit and expense of
TYPEWRITERS.
sale; and
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
WHEREAS, a mortgage
securing platens furnished.
Ribbons and supsaid Indebtedness upon the premises
plies.
sold, exchanged
Typewriters
a
was
described
declared
hereinafter
and rented. Standard makes handled.
delien and foreclosed by said final
All repair work and typewriters guarcree, and said premises orderei' "old anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
to satisfy said indebtedness; and
Phone Ml.
was
WHEREAS, the undersigned
said final decree by said
appointed
WANTED An enegertic man who
Court, Special Master to sell the
knows something about, horses, to act
five
one hundredths part of said as sales manager and appoint
selling
mortgaged property belonging to and agents for Ellen's New Discovery, the
defendant greatest healing powder known for
pertaining to the said
James M. Lucas, and, in the event curing Gallic shoulders and backs,
that the same sha . not yield a suff- scratches, cuts, running sores or ulicient sum of money to satisfy
the cers on horses. Uig demand. Estabclaim of plaintiff herein,
together lished eight years. A guaranteed
with all cost of suit and expenses of remedy. Exclusive territory and enorsale, then, to sell the remaining thirty-fiv- e mous profits. Must have small capireReferences
one hundredths part of said mort- tal to carry stock.
gaged proi)erty, and to thereafter ex- quired. Write for proof. W. F. Thomecute a deed or deeds of conveyance as, Munsey Iluilding,
Washington,
to the purchaser or purchasers of D. C.
said Tnortgaged property or so much
SALESMEN' NOW LIVING
IN
thereof as shall lie sold at such sale,
DISTRICTS.
MOST
and to report his doings and actions FARMING
RATED
AND
REST
in the premises back to the Court for HIGHLY
KNOWN FIRM IN AMERICA. SELLIits approval.
NG GROCERIES HY SAMPLE TO
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANK J. CONSUMERS HAS AN
ORIGINAL
LA VAN, SPECIAL MASTER, as aforeI LAN
TO OFFER
RELIABLE,
said, give public notice that on the
MEN.
ENABLING
29th day of May, A. D., 1911, at the THEM TO
ESTABLISH
QI'ICKLY
1
hour of 10 o'clock a. m.,
will pro- A PERMANENT
BUSINESS
OF
ceed to sell, in pursuance of said final THEIR
OWN; YIELDING A GOOD
decree, and in accordance with the INCOME; GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
terms thereof, at public auction, at TO TRIAL;,
NO
INVESTMENT
the front door of the Court House COMMISSIONS ADVANCED. SEMIin the County of Santa Fe, Territory MONTHLY
EXSETTLEMENTS;
of New Mexico, to the highest
and PERIENCE
NOT
ESSENTIAL.
best bidder, for cash, the following de- WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
TOscribed premises, or so much thereof DAY.
REFERENCES
REQUIRED.
as may be necessary to satisfy the JOHN SEXTON & CO.. IMPORTERS
claim of plaintiff herein, together with AND
WHOLESALE
GROCERS,
all costs of suit and expenses of sale, LAKE
FRANKLIN STS., CHICA-

Trapping the Eye In Advertising.
"In the average American city ten
per cent of the people who see the
newspapers cannot read, 55 per cent,
have some education, 20 per cent are
intelligent and 15 per cent are exclusive," is the theory advanced by
F. E. Scotford of the college of advertising in the University of California.
"An advertisement intelligible to the
Illiterate class is comprehensive to all
the rest, but when advertisements are
written for the higher classes they
do not reach the lower. At a glance,
or in one twenty-fiftof a second, the
average eye can see four objects. Five
of a
objects can be seen in
NOTICE!
second and under ordinary conditions To Dealers in
Intoxicating, Malt. Vinthis is considered a glance."
ous or Other Fermented Liquors.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29, 1911.
To Whom it May Concern:
The Only Paying Kind.
The undersigned desires to call atThe retail shoe merchants of Ohio,
of all dealers in intoxicating,
tention
in annual session, declared that newsfermentpaper advertising is the only kind that malt, vinous, mixed or other
pays and condemned the bill board ed liquors, to the fact that the menand dodgers. One by one the various tal and physical condition of Grant
lines are learning that money spent in Rivenburg of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
the newspapers means more sales and who is the father of the undersigned,
more clerks. It can always he no- is such that he believes It to be a
ticed that the merchant who does not violation of the laws of New Mexico
advertise is the one who stands in his and ordinances of the City of Santa
front door wishing that the many who Fe, for them to either sell or give any
pass would some of them come in. such intoxicating liquors to the said
Advertising Is a standing Invitation Grant
Rivenburg, and the undersigned
which needs no R. S. V. P.
hereby gives notice to all such dealers
who may sell or give any intoxicating
Just a Way They Have.
Jack Spratt was very fat,
liquors to the said Grant Rivenburg
His brother Tom was lean;
or any one carrying it to him, that
Jack rode In a touring car
Tom In a flying machine.
they will be presecuted for violation
of the laws of the Territory of New
Mexico and ordinances of the said
Its Nature.
"Is there any opening in your bust City of Santa Fe, in such cases made
and provided.
ness for a fellow?"
RAYMOND RIVENBURG.
Easiest business I
"Certainly.
(5t)
know of to get one's self in a hole."
h

WIFMTC

sheet

Affidavit of Contest

N

Against

sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
2

sheet
proof,
Additional Entry,
320 Homestead
Entry,
2

2

sheet

theei.
sheet
Relinquishment
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Commitment
sheet
Poll Book for Town Election,
pages, 40c
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
S

4

4

30c and 40c.

Road Supervisor's
Book, 25c

Receipt,

60

la

Attachment Affidavit
shet
Attachment Bond. 4 sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
4

4

sheet

Execution,
Summons,

4

sheet

4

sheet-Certifica-te

of Brand,

Shep Contract.

4

sheet

sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
1-- 2

sheet
Appeal Bond.
Appeal Bond, Criminal.
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill- of Sale Animals Hearing VenGood results always follow the ubb
of Foley Kidney Pills. They give dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
prompt relief in all cases of kidney
Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
Bill ot Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
tOc per book.
by all druggists'.
2

2

1--
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
:

no.

4

SOCIAL

Andrews "Cash" no. 4 j

AND

Continued From Page Five.

;

sms City

j

Best, per lb. 30c

BUTTER-Merr- itts

j

VEGETABLES
Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, 5oup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc.
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE FRUIT JUST RECEIVED
-:

DON'T

Phone No.

FORGET

I

OUR

BAKERY

i

-:

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

Phone No.4.

51

p. m. by the pastor, subject,
to Convenience."
"Duty Sacrificed
Don't fail to hear these subjects discussed. A cordial welcome to all.
A
Bargain Attention is called to
the announcement of the Santa Fe
Abstract Realty and Insurance Company in today's issue of a 13 acre
bargain.
No Other Candy is as good as Liggetts Chocolates. A fresh supply just
received at Fischer Drug Co. The Rexall Store.
Notice On
next Monday, the
postal gallery in Catron building will
close. All peYsous
having pictures
there, and all wanting them, can get
them taken till 5:30 Sunday afternoon.
Masses at 6 a. m. Beginning Monday, April 24th, the mass on week
days at th cathedral will be at fi a.
m., and the first mass on Sundays,
leginning Sunday, April ;!, will also
at that
a. m. and continue
he at
hour throughout the summer.

could present a matter, whether to
judge, jury or public audience with
an impressiveness, a breadth of view,
and fairness of statement, which pro-claimed the careful student and logi- cal thinker.
Such a man does not meet wjtn Bud.
den succeES in the legal profession,
But hjg a(jvancei jf siow iS certain,
In tne arijer years of his professional
oareer Mr, Harllee was appointed mas- ter in chancery in many important
caseSj wnere his eminent fairness,
:..
a
wpw rilsnlaved:
hjg findlngSi whether of law or of fact
were rareiy jf ever, set aside and he

ONE HUNDRED AND
FIFTY-NINCOMMUNICANTS.
E

A beautiful
ceremony will be witnessed in the Cathedral of St. Francis at the early mass which
begins
at 6:30 o'clock tomorrow morning.
This ceremony will be the first communion of a class of 159 children.
The boys will be dressed in black and
the girls will be in white wearing
white veils typical of Innocence.

Hon. T. B. Cation lias gone to Kan-- 1
on business.
He will visit
Chicago before returning home.
The Wallace Club is meeting this1
afternoon at the home of Mrs. II, li.
Dorman on Don Caspar avenue. He-- !
sides the members of the club the
guests are Miss Orygla and Miss
In theafternoon the first cotnmuni- Abramson.
ca"ts wiU renew taeir baptismal vows
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund entertained'
v;'"icl1 is the custom on the day of
at luncheon today Professor John D.
flrst communion. This also is a
Clark who will lecture tonight in the
demonstrated the usefulness and iin- 0l"'hlnS ceremony. It is
'
followed
University extension course; the Rev.
jlortance of tnat decried office.
benediction.
the past 39 years.
Dr. Minton, who preaches tomorrow
Qf his Ufe
,agt
at the Presbyterian church and Missi
Game Tomorrow In the baseball Mr Harllee enjoyed a large and lucra- Clark of Connesville. Pa.
game to morrow afternoon the follow- - tive practice.
In his own district he CUTTING DOWN NUMBER OF
DES MOINES SALOONS.
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting
ing players will represent Santa Fe: was facile princeps, and he was uni-- .
Gaastra, Safford, Eckberg, Berardi- - versany recognized as one of the lead-- j
this afternoon at the home of Mrs.
es Moines, la., April 22. Three
nelli, Alarid, Clancy, Stanton, Koch, e,.s o the New Mexico Bar.
Charles V. Fairfield on College av- Safford and
Frye and Anderson.
emie. The guests, besides the mem- He wag a member of the constitu- - Des Moines saloons closed following
hers of the club, are Miss .Tosie GrimFrye will alternate in the box. If
mnventinr, in 1910 and dis- - the decision of the
the weather is good a large audienc charged his duties in that position under the Moou law saloon licenses
shaw. Miss Flo Moore of this city,
Telegraph Wires Down A blast in will likely witness the game.
and .Mrs. Edward True of Fort Clin-- !
with the learning, candor and care- - granted between April 17 and July 4,
the Santa Fe stone quarry at Ortiz,
are illegal, providing the num- Boy Scouts at Depot The Santa Fe fulness, which
ever
characterized
ton, Ohio.
ber is larger than one for each 1,000
southern Santa Fe county, put both Boy Scouts this afternoon marched him.
the Western Union and Postal tele- to the Santa Fe depot to bid farewell
Seventeen Des Moines
e
jess
In the death of Arthur H. Harllee, residents.
loons are affected.
graph wires out of commission for a to their Scoutmaster Rev. .1. G.
most
a'
has
lost
legal fraternity
OR CITY TGPIOS
who left for the east.
time today and incidentally curtailed
estimable member and New Mexico
The University Extension Course
the New Mexican's telegraphic report.
a valued citizen.
WANTED Yearling cattle for May
A Diomond Ring will he given on Course tickets for this series of three
We recommend the adoption of the delivery. Those wanting to sell, send
the 26th of April by the First Regi- lectures may be secured at the door,
be description and lowest price to C.
and that the same
S ment band to the most popular lady of the high school this evening at 50 foregoing,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 22.
the records of the court. Mach, Whitman, Neb.
upon
spread
The weather for New Mexico is
in Santa Fe. The contest stands as cents a ticket. Admission for this
JAMES G. FITCH,
fair tonight and Sunday with
cents.
follows.
evening, twenty-fiv- e
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
FOR SALE Two Iron Beds and
N cooler weather tonight.
1365
Miss Lena Baca
W. E. KELLEY,
Cook Stove. Inquire 131 Manhattan
113S
Miss Lucy Napoleon
REPORT ON DEATH OF
Committee, avenue.
Green Flag Roofing in stock at Miss Eloisa Delgado
110"
LATE A. H. HARLLEE.
s
GOEBELS.
Liggetts Chocolates are the richest
Fresh Liggetts Chocolates just re- candies on the market. A fresh sup- Last Tribute Paid Member of Consticeived at the Rexall Store, Fischer ply just received at Fischer Drug
tutional Convention By Fellow
Co., The Rexall Store.
Members of 7th District Bar.
Drug Co.
ft
Base Ball Game Tomorrow A base
Sunday School The Sunday school
of the Church of the Holy Faith will ball game between the local fans and To the Honorable Merritt C. Mechem,
ii!
hold a session at 9:43 a. m. tomor-- ! Clinton J. Crandall's cohorts will be
Judge of the Seventh Judicial Dis
row at the church, as usual.
trict Court of New Mexico.
played at Base Ball park tomorrow.
for All Occasions Cut There is interest in local fan circles
Flowers
Your committee' upon the death of
flowers as well as plants at the Cla-- ! about the future of base ball in Santa Arthur H. Harllee, Esq., beg leave to
See change of ad-- j Fe, and the question is being asked report :
rendon Carders.
li STAND
END.
vertisement.
Mr. Harllee was a native of Sumter,
how about getting up a team to play
Fresh Barr's Las Vegas and Albuquerque?
South Carolina.
He came to Silver
Saturday Special
Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
Chocolate CreaTis, 29 cents a pound
Miss May Ross of the faculty of th3City, a young man, in thei fall of 1883,
uf the Rexall Siore.
Fischer Drug University of New Mexico will read; and was admitted to tne oar in tnat
Co.
Best Made.
"Miss Civilization
by Richard Hard- - year, at the December term of the
Roofing is
- district court for Grant county.
auditoat
Davis
school
in
the
Hats
the
Ssle
ing
high
Gerdes,
Hej
Special
We Guarantee It.
Hatter, follows up last week's special rium this evening. A graduate ot east- resided and practiced law at silver
r
$:; shoe sale with "Lion Special" hats ern schools of oratory and an instruc-- j City from his admission to the bar
MADE Of
in the leading educational institu- - til his death, which occurred in Silver
at $13. See advertisement.
At small cost you can cover your
Woman's Board of Trade A regu-- I tion of the territory, .Miss Ross will City on the morning of March 28th,
1911.
lar meeting of the Woman's Board of be heard with interest.
roof with WATERPROOF and have an
Mr. Harllee brought to the practice
A de
Trade will be held on Monday after-- ;
Episcopal Church Service
absolutely tight roof, that will not
noon at 2.30 o'clock at the Public layed telegram was received at noon of his profession broad and profound
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
today from Bishop Keildrick directing legal learning, a calm and discrimilibrary.
9.
as to the nating judgment, and an untiring inthe
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
The University Extension Course
Miss Hazel Sparks, so well and fav- services to ba held tomorrow at the dustry, which has seldom been equalabout half as much as shingles and is
will Episcopal Church of the Holy Faith; led and never excelled among his pro
orably known, as a musician
better. It is a
of heat
play a piano solo at the high school but the time was too short to make fessional brethren. Both in and out
and other arrange- of his profession, he was a scholar;
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechaproper musical
this evening.
Ladies, Special Attention For the ments, and there will therefore be no a great lover and accumulator of
nic required. Comes put up in roll
Such a failure, books and possessed a .fine literary
next ten days, Miss A. Mugler will services tomorrow.
with nails and cement inside of the
taste. In mind and temperament he
give remarkably low figures on Wil- however, will not occur again.
was essentially judicial; he had none
Hurt
low fancy feathers and on flowers.
Signal
Badly
Inspector
package. It will last from 15 to 20
See advertisement.
George Robinson, son of Conductor of that extreme partisanship and one
K
years. Come in and let us show you.
St. John's Methodist Church Serv- William Robinson recently killed on sidedness of view which often charof
the Santa Fe in acterizes the successful advocate. He
ices at St. John's Methodist Episcopal the Madrid branch
Santa Fe county, was was not eloquent and he never
church tomorrow as usual. Preach- southern
from the speeder on the rail- - tempted to use any of the arts of
ing at 11 a. m. by the pastor. Subject
"The Place and Province of Faith in road track near Cerrillos this'morn- - oratory. In speech he was deliberate,
& Supply Co.
Religion."
Preaching in the evening ir.? and was badly cut; about the face often hesitating; yet on occasion he
i

GROCERY and BAKERY
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and head besides having one foot in- jured. He was employed by the San- ta Fe at Lamy as signal inspector,
The injured man is under the care of
Dr.
Yoakum who sewed up the
wounds. He will recover.
From 48 to 68 That was the range
in temperature yesterday and shows
that the good old summer time is ar- r'.ving. The mean temperature was
oS while the average relative humidity
was J2 per cent,
'lue lowest iem-pcrature during last night was 40 de- srees. At G a. m. it was 41 degrees.
Yesterday was a clear, warm and
pleasant day and the mean temperature of 5S degrees was 9 degrees
above the average as computed for

at 7:43
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The Giving of Gifts

iii
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A HAPPY CUSTOM
MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR

TljE OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY YOUR BEST
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Challenge them all for style & quality at

300

8!

It

I
For Sale by
51
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The Hatter

21.

The Santa Fe Hardware
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" LUCILLE"
IN

THE

"FASHION

cou RT

GOWNS

AINTY

AND

TO

A Bevy

of Beautiful Gowns at Remarkably Low Prices
MADE IN A VARIETY OF MATERIALS,

Satins, Crepe Meteor, Voiles,

Chiffon Cloth,

SUCH AS

Foulards,

Marquisette,

Serges, and

Crepe de Chine. In these models the skirts are narrow but not hobbled. Some have
overtunic effect, made with Dutch or low9 neck, with lace collars or yoke. Bodice and
sleeve are made in one piece, kimono effect, sleeves extending to the elbow. Foulard
dresses are made in bordered effects. Colors are navy, tan, green, brown,; light
blue, black and white

WALK

::
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::

::

::

'

::

::

AND, SELECT ANYTHING YOU'D LIKE TO WEAR

The reputation of this store will be your guarantee

that everything is as represented

NATHAN SALMON

FROCKS,

